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I,

To the creative people we have been privileged to sponsor;

To those who have given us inspiration and guidance;

To those who Zlind the information sciences ati qxciting and
challenging field,

And who are, have been, and will be devoting much of their
time, Intellect, and heart toward advancing knowledge
and understanding of it.
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"Iniormatior" is a common word. Fewer people feel comfortable
with the word "science." Put the two words together and there
results a term that everyone knows sonething aboutand a sufficient -

number will expound on.

"Information science," in august halls, could be intoned as the
major emerging discipline oi our generation. But it's difficult to
establish an image for something elusive, though ever present.

Man has turned his attention to "science" long enough to be
able to say something about scientific method and results of taking
a scientific approach to the study of phenomena. But ask a man to
say someting about what "information" is. He will bluster and,
suddenly, toss himself headlong into intensively srbiý-ctive expla-
nations.

Shannon tried the objective approach. He neatly defined a
measure of "information" capacity. But Shannon tells only about
quantity of throughput. He says iothing about the meaning of the
signals passing through the channel.

Subjectively, we know that "information" has to do with what
the signals are about. We know that a signal can mean different
things to different people. We know that meaning is a function of
what a person is looking for. Why he is looking depends onr his age,
his mission, his curiovity, his goals--a host of variables that have
yet to be defined. Whether a signal is meaningful is also related to
the meaning of tht signals he's already received and the meaning
of the signals he expect'J subsequently to receive.

"Information science" is trying to apply the scientific method
of inquiry to an understanding of all the factors that are embedded
in the concept of inforriation. This inquiry takes one down many
paths. Perhaps the most obscure ia the one man has spent the most
time on--the one concerned with an understanding of himself, how
Xie thinks, how he comes to understand, how he learns, what he
wants his goals to be, and why. Perhaps the Izzat obdcLro In the
comparatively new route being paved by modern technology. Man
has harnessed the computer and many other machines, -¢omplax
concatt±nations of many components, to sense and process signals
that he knows about but cannot see or hear or touch.
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Informrtion science m.,- be this generation's c•'ntribution to
science, It is invadi'ng this discipline ano that, extr cting an idea
here and an eua.ion there, and it is beginning to weave the pieces
into a pattera. The picture is bt-ginning to tell another part 0' the
story about man and the env'ronment he lives in. It is bepinning to
show features dealing with the acqiis-tion and coding of informa,
tion, the communication process, storage and recall of information,
and how information is and can be usec.

This volume is an account of some of today's studies of some
of the oroblems that concern informa.tion scienrie. Hopefully, these
studies bear seeds that will flower into tomorrow's information
systems and a deeper understanding, of information and how this
understanding can be exploited to ser','e man. Hopefully, this pro-
gram will be able to serve the future information needs of the
United States Air Force that supports it and the wellsp-inps of
science that nourish it.

The author w:,shes to acknowledge the foresight of Col. William
0. Davis, Deputy Commander fo- Operations, A FC.i, who created
a Directorate of Research Communication in ,91%, forer-'nner of
the present Directorate. Dr. Knox Millsaps established the Direc-
torate of Information Sciences in January 1962 Active interest of
Dr. William J. Price, the present Executive DMrector, AFOSR, in
the program has been gratifying and is much appreciated.

Rowena Swanson
Acting Director
Directorate of Information Sciences

Air Force Office of 5:ientific Research
Office of Aerosphce Kesearch
United Stateb Air Firie

tit January, 1966
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.- E-ssentially, this volume. is an annual report, the third in a
S~series, for -aiendar year 1965, of the program of the Directorate

of Information Sciences, AFOSR. Since it is an anniual report of a
program representing the expenditure of about one million dollars.
it cannot aad does noc. purport to be a treatise on the ent.','• field of

,• ~in~formation sciences research. One million do,•--,zrs, even when
•';spent in 25 t,, 35 thousand dollar chunks, doe-sn't go very far.

S~Howevcr.- given one million dollars for information sciences re-
search, how does one spend it? This volume is one answer to the
question.

SThe te)-t consists primarily of summaries of projects that were
c:urrent during calendar year 1965. The nature of funding patterns
is such t.hat some of the projects terminated during ae year and
some started near the ye'irls end. Dates have not been given prin-
cipally because it was not desired that termination suggest a valueo
judgment on a project, (Information science tearhes that value is
not an absolute measure). The summaries, therefore, vary in
content. Those for new projects consist of statements of objectives
and initial directions of r'esearch. Those !or projects that began
early in the year or have continued from previous years include
highlight results of research and a listing of publications that ap-
peared or were "written during the pe:riod. In most instances, the
highlights were provided by the principal investigators for the
project; the remainder of the prose is the author's.

S~The selection of areas and projects for funding is made within

the Directorate. Selection is a product of many factors, not the

experts, and has proved very helpful. Insofar as the Directorate
staff is sinai1, sponsorship of a few large-dollar projects to reduce
paperwork is a constant attraction. However, large projects re-
ceive support under ARPA, Toint Services, and other auspices,,
The Directorate has elected a different route, keyed to what it
believes are current needs in information sciences research. The
Directorate has turned its attention to studies in depth of some of

•'. the fundamental principles that must be explored and understood
• ~to advance basic concepts of informat~ion representation and proc-

,.• ~~~essing. At this stage in the evolution of the irnformatinsciee,
S~these studies fortuitously are often efforts of one ptrson or small-

p. :earns. Though this is a familiar pattern in science, it must be .
.ermembered that this 's but one pattern in science.



Emphasis in the lace 1950's with a much smaller budget was on
such library-oriented topics as inaexing and classification and the
applicability of machines to information- center operations. Gradual
shift to the present p.-)gram has resulted as much from -n aware-
ness of engineers, •,-s~&n ists, p' 'rsicists, psychologists, mathe-
maticians, linguists, and philosopners that they were dealing with
information science problems as , did from an awareness of the
-Directorate that problems in m."ny disciplines are basically infor-
mation problems. The tasks within thc program are as follows:

1 Arjaforn'•'~ on systrrm research
I- ir.formation id.'tification ar.d classification

3 - Tra !_n-.ision of infor.-nation
I - Adaptive and -elf-organizino, systems
5 - Language and linguistics research
6 - Theoretical foundations of information sciences

These tasks do not encompass all of the information sciences,
nor could they from the given budget. Several major areas that are
excluded concern studies o" materials, hardware components and
assemblies, structure and behavior of biological systems, and
large-scale man-machine and time-sharing interactions. Most of
the excluded areas are included in other AFOSRand DoD programs.
Inclusion and exclusion are, of course, value judgments, but value,
as indicated above, is based on a variety of considerations. Ampli-
fying comments on the tasks begin each of the next six sections. It
can be seen that the tasks are not mutually exclusive.

A further remark may be appropriate with respect to inclusion
and exclusion. Given one million dollars and a mission--for the
Directorate, to help assure the timely impact of information
science on the future operational Air Force- - selections have been
made which are identified with technological problems of Air
Force interest. Additionally, we believe that we are sponsoring
pioneering research on logical foundations and design structures
for systems exhibiting intelligent activities. In the field of trans-
mission of information, which receives its major support else-
whore, we sponsor connecting research to maintain -nvolvement
consonant with our mission.

The Directorate is headed by Dr. Harold Wooster, who has been
detailed to the office of the Director of Technical Information,
Director of Defense Research and Engineering, to act as Executive
Secretary of the Panel on Information Sciences Technology, Com-
mittee on Scie•.tific and Technical Information, Federal Council on
Science and Technology, Office of Science and Technology, Execu-
tive Office of the President, fnr Fiscal Year 1966. Thomas K.
Burgess, Captain, USAF, terminated his service in December.

- The author is therefore obliged to accept such comments as may
be made on this volume.
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$9edia iAenAk#na~i 4./,' da 9,4ewe

Information systems research looks ;t the structure and opera.
tion of entire systems or of units within a system viewed in the
framework of the entire system. Efficiency and effectiveness of
methods and tools for the input, throughput, disseminatiorn, and
use of information are principal topics for investigation.

Information systems abound. They are used for document con-
trol, data control, logistics, management and command, and intelli-
gence within military and civilian contexts, Many exts•ting systems
are based on ad hoc planning and have suffered expFosive, unantici-
pated growth. Frequently mechanization or other changes have been
introduced to alileviate some information procering difficulties,
but the effects are usually far from optimum.

Questions must be asked about systems in the abstract. What
are poss.ble information flow patterns? With what configurý.tions
of men and machines can each be achieved? What is the match
between pattern and purpose of the system? What effect does the
environment hav* on the system? Who feeds the system? Who uses
it? Whv could feed it or use it? What are the tradeoffs for a given
system for a given purpose?

Q,'.estions must also 'e asked about existing systems. Existing
structures and operations must be quantitatively and realistically
analyzed. The effects of perturbations must be examined in the
abstract and tested in simulations and in on-going operations.
Live data under perturbations are invaluable but difficult to obtain,
it has been found, because of inertial forces bailt into people and
systems,

The construction of networks of information systems is fre-
quently discussed as a short-range objective. Nothing in principle
negates the possibility of ever increasing networks. However,
large-capacity machines do not per se make a system. Machines
operate :n instruction, whether the instruction comes from a man
or another machine, At some point, there was a designer, and if he
did not anticipate correctly, the last machine in the chain will not
disgorge anything useful, if indeed it will disgorge at all.

Systems research is slow-producing research. There are many
variables, and they are difficult tn isolate, control, and test, They
pertain to the behavior of men as well as to machines. They --nust,
however, be studied, which means that ways must be fcund for
studyiyLg them. A few questions on systems of several types and
sizes are being examined In the projects summarized on the
following pages.
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1-1. Amterican Society of Mechanical Enginee'rs, New York, N. Y.

Applied Mechanic'i Reviews

Dr. Stephen Juh-tsz

AF 49(638)-1549

objectives ..
Toward development of new approaches to the acqt;i`si-
tion, processing, and dissemination of scientific i:
mation in the journal medium.

Projec-t sumnmary ..

New approaches to mechanized indexing and. announcement
techniques are b~eing tested cnbijricall-1 in the contexct of an on-
going information se-tvice. Applied6 Mechanics Re~views is a monthly
perioaical which provides abstracts, In English, '.,) papers in the
field of mechanics arnd i:eiated 3ciences which crigir~ally apipear In
twenty-H-ve la:±guages azid over 900 journaln. AMR also provides
state-of-the..art reviews, book r'eviews, and some translations.

Research findings..

The second edition of thz compute r-produced Word and Author
index iWADE-X) was published and Incorporates improvements in
the program recognition of word groups for selection as index
terms.

Evaluations are in progress or. user satisfaction with WADEX
and on time delays, r,.viewer produýtivity, and value of the crit~cal
reviews hi the publication, App. 3d Mechani.c* Revie wg.

Publications ..

E. A. Ripptrger, !-iaro~d Woostzr. Stephen iuhaaz, and David
Falconer. WADEX, Word and Author- Zndex. (For entries in
Applied lve5ncWjis Reviews, vol.T 1(79M). Waahington, D.C.:

Go~r~tP-rintiing Officc, '965. $3,50,

E. A. Ripperger, Fiarold Wooster, Stephen Juhasz, and David
Falconer. 1"WA`DEX, W<)Pd a.-id Author Index. Part I -Description,
Part I,' - Prcgrarn Documentation." J-nie 1965.
Stophe. Juhz~sz, Harold Wooster, E. A. Ripperger, and David
raIcc-ýer~. "Exte~nded T'ý.le' System: Tool for Brows- ng, Searching
and Sxpresa £fdormatic~n wizh Adjustable Intellectual Preparation
Effotrt." Pro,;eedings. I i65 Congress, International Federation for
Docum~entatin (FT), Washington, DC., 10- 15 Oct. 1965.

Stephen iuhasz and 0. Amr;: nger. "Critical Abstracts." Paper,
Seventh Annual in3titute on Information Storage and Retrieval,
:ýrmerican University, Washington, D.C., 2 Feb, )90M,~
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1-2. C.E,.R.. Inc., Applied Research and Maragemnen Sciences
Div., Arlington, Va.

Development of a Standardized Language for Describing
Doeume::tation SystLms

Mrs. Lea M. Bohnert

AF 49(638)-1636

Objective ....

Toward systematizing methods of analyzing and evallu-
nting operations in docuumentation systems and methods
of asses sing mechanization possibilities.

Project summa ry.

Fundamental operations (e.g., routing, summarizing, sorting,
searching) common to all documentation rystoms are being analyzed
for the purpose of standardizing the descrip~tion ofthese operations
as an aid to knowledgeable modification of existing systems and the
design of new systems. Results of the analysis will be used to
evaluate existing documentation systems, including thG structures,
operations, and costs of such systems. The applicabiilty of
computer -based display techniques to documentation operations
will be examined toward developing procedures of integrating
machines into systems for various user needs.



1-3. lierner and Company, Washington, D.C.

Study of Indexing Procedures and ,"echz-nis-"s

Mr. Saul Herner

AF 49(638)-1424

Objective ....

Toward evaluation of methods and tools employed in
informatinn systems and assessment of relatiznships
between systemns and potntial aad actual users.

Research suinmzarw ... ,

An axamrninatlon ip being made of indexing methods and mecha-
nisms, the rolz of tools such as thesauri in4 information storage
and retrI-.va.- zystes, nind the effects of and needs for information
systems. ConceG-j. -&i accuracy vs. precision in indexing are bsing
compared. Data from user studies arc being assessed in relation
to th. following areas of information ayssem design: subject iields
of user interest; language employ-ed in the subject desi;ription;
types of query and nvn--:ruzry .tervice% required; and tools and
resotrces for pt_-,r••ing the rqquized aervicss. A generalized
model is s-ought fr conducting user 4tudies,

Research f.'inv, gs ..

Analysis oi word :ca-urru•nce4 ana word .ombinrtiors inthe text
of psychiatric intervt.ews siggeste a mothod Oe the producti-n of
thesauri and the preparation of "zsr profiles automatically.

7.:
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2-4. Lehigh University, Center for the inf/rrnati: Sciences,

Bethlehiem, Pa.

Study 'f the Man-System Interface in Libraries

Mr. Robert S. Taylor

AF-AFOSR-724-66

Objective

Toward developinr a "nc.w look" for librarlxs and pres.-
ent and possible operations from the viewpoint of the
library as an inforniation system.

Project summary....

Based on the postulate that the library is (or can be) an tvolu,
tionary information system, the various user-library interface
points are being analyzed, with a view to merging results with
results of library .yztarr studies and man-machin, studies. Tests
of new interface structures are planned as sugge4tedfrom analysis
ef the merged results. Particular emphasis is being given to
understanding the processes involved in "negotiating the question"
--f users in both test and real-system situations.

Res earch findings ....

See Lehigh University, AF-AFOSR-?Z4-65.
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1-5. University of Montreal, !nstitute of Exlberinzental Medicine
and Surgery, Montreal, Canada

Analysis of Information Storage, Search and Retrieval P?'oc-
esse.s

Dr. Hans Selye and Dr. Giulio Gabbiani

A• -AFOSR-930-5

Objective

Toward specification of fectors affecting the use of in-
formation retrieval -ystems.

Project summary ....

A notation system for representing detailed scientific inior-
mnation content, called the Symbolic Shorthand System, is being
examined for its amenability to subject expansion and its utility
for information retrieval. A unique data base in the medical
science literature is the test corpus. Experiments are being con-
ducted to qualitatively evaluate the documentation service based
on the notation system. The experiments have been designed within
the environment of on-going service operations.

Research findirigs ....

Preliminary interaction v%,ith a poten.ial. user pctpulatio. for a
specialized informaticon service provides contradictory results;
on the one hand, enlistment of users has progreesed ,lowly, and
on the other, response of the system tc inquiries indica:es capa.
bility of t.he system to retriev-2 a,: a depth and specificity c.t
provided by other systems,
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-6. U�niversity of Pennsylvania, Moore School of Electrical
Etnineering, Philadelphia, Pa.

Information System Design for the Information Procesbing
Field

Dr. Morris Rubinoff

AF 491638)-1421

Objective ....

Toward design of information systems tailored to user
need and the development o-f principles and implementa-
tion r.. for mechanized information storage and
retrieval systems.

Project summary ....

Organization and mechanization possibilities for an informa-
tion storage and retrieval system are being examined in advance
of final system design on the assumption that research rather than
an ad hoc approach will result in a better system. The Association
for Compntia.g Machinery Repository and the Z. E. Dept. library
are being used as the test corpus. A novel approach to classifica-
tion and indexing has been developed which inciudes transformation
tables for four echelons of terms developed which includes trans-
formation tables for four echelons of terms through open-ended
mapping relationships. Continued study is planned of such features
as: remote-console retrieval by on-line search; search of such
features as: remote-console retrieval by on-line search; search
strategies which maximize user-machine interaction to the exclu-
sion of human reference assistants; and an evaluation of user
search strategies for system up-grading.

Research findings ....

A user-oriented information system has been dosigned and is
being implemented which includes remote teletypewriter access
on.line to an information file in 1301 disc store auxiliary to an
IBM 7040/1401 system.

The system design includes use of an unrestricted search
vocabulary, acces3 through one or more of a large number of
entry ports, and stochastic-type searching through related cate-
gories, sections, and classes of data established through thesauri
jýn-i microthesauri.

9



"Publications ....

Morris Rtibinoff and John F. White, "Establishment of the ACM
Repository and Principles of the 1R Sys:eem Applied to its Ope-.a-
tion." Conmmunications of the ACM, vol. 8, no, !U {Oct. 65) 595-601,

"ACM R-pository." (A selection of 100 ertries irom the 1300
document file.) Computing Reviews, vol. 6, no. 6 (Nov-Dec 65)
437-447.

i10
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1-7. Puvdue University, Thermophycwal Properties Research

Center, West Lafayette, Ind.

Machine Processing rechniques for Reference Text Production

Dr. Yeram S. Touloukian

AF 49(638)-1371

Objective ...

Toward methods and techniques for computer generation
of indexes and statistical records from raw referenc,.
text data.

Project summary ..

"The feasibility is being explored of recording raw reference
text data in machine interpretable form in a single manual operz-
tion so that the separate requirements of typographic composition,
selective data extraction, and data retrieval are simultaneously
satisfied. The test corpus is the input for several volumes of the
series. Masters Theses in th. Pure and Applied Sciences. Study
is planned on the feasiknl~ty of extending the methodology to cumu-
lations, to related co.lections of raw data, and to the value of the
data for statistical nalyses, including analyses of trends in
graduate research.

Research findirgs ....

A modified IBM standard program was Lested on Volume VI,
Masters Theses, data and was found unsatisfactory both in opera-
tion and format.

A new )et o2 criteria ha*-e been established for the Masters
Theses data %nd a new program has been developed and tested
whi.h incorporatea a statistical analysis of the effectiveness of
the preparation of author indexes by a new method.

Ii -



a2-3 Ruts- •-s Universitv. Graduate School of Library Servoce,

New Brunswick, ty. J,

Scientific Bases for Information Processing

AF. AFOSR-531 -64; AF-AFOSR-531-66

) Dr. Raioh R. Shaw

Objective ....

Toward specification of tfficient operations in informa-
tion handling systems.

Project summary ....

Basic principles pertaining to storage, retrieval, and indexing
operations and comparisons and evaluations of systems and index-
ing techniques are being made for the structuring of more efficient
information systems. Previous studies have, exam iod suchproblem
areas as: autumatic book indexing by computer; the scope and
opcratinr -ificiencies of information centers; book vs. cara catalog
cnsts; and the ce.-pp.rative performance of three information re-
trieval svstems. Present emphasir, is on: (a) the scope of activities
in information centers and the kiowledge and skills required for
performance, and (b) citation indexing as a reference-retrieval
system.

Research findings ...

A framework for describing the indox as a system has been
established for the comparison of citation indexing and subject
indexing in the field of genetics.

I
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1-9. System Development Cor'p., Santa Monica, Calif.

Information Processing Potentials in Large-Scale Operations

Dr. Beatrice K, Rome and Dr. Sydney C. Rome

Part of AF 19(628)-5160

objective

Toward specification of the information policies and
command behavior in complex, large-scale systems in
precisely observable and measurable terms.

Project summary ....

Hierarchies in the organization and management of large-scale
systems are v-e0wed as incorporating struct s of intentional
logic, including, srcb concepts as relevance, va'.ation, condensa-
tion, :ilter'ng, and intentional reference. Formal quantitative
system mod,.ls are being simulated to study shifts and developments
of interact.on ever time in a large information processing organi-
zation up.ler rapidly increasing load. The models are poly-nets and
incorpv,.ate authority trees, functional specialization, groupings of
techn'cal competence, feedback patterns, communication trees, and
dezrand tables of crisis urgencies.

Research findings ....

Principles and techniques have been developed to structure,
formalize, and computerize higher-order executive intentional
transactions in l:rge-scale information-processing operations.
These include decisiv.o making, contingency planning, procedures
and norm formation, and authority allocation.

PuNbicatiop ....

B. K. Rome ani S. Z% Rome. "Leviathan, and Information Handling
in Large O-rgnizations." A. Kent and 0. Taulbee, eds., Electronic
Information Handling. Washington, D.C.: Spartan Books, Inc.,
196-5-•1- 192.

B. K. Rome and S. C. Rome. 'Leviathan." SDC Magazine, vol. 8,
no. 4 (April 1965) 17-26.

B. K. Rome and S.C. Rome. "Automated Learning Process (ALP),"
R. V. Bowers, ed., Studies on Behavior in Organizae.ions: t,
Research Symposium. Athens, Ga.: University of Athen- Press,
in press, 312-347.

13
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B. K. Rome and S. C. Ro:.,8 . "Leviathan, An Experimental Study
of Large Organizations with the Aid of Computers." Ibid., 257-31 1.

B. K. Rome and S. C. Rome. "ExecLtive Decision Making in Large
Organizations: The Next Generaticn Leviathan Research." Sub-
mitted to American Scientist.

B. K. Rome and S. C. Rome, "A Phenomenological Approach to
Computer- Based Large-Group Fxperimentation.' J. F. T. Bugental,
ed., Humanistic Psychology Todf.; in press.

1
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1-10. Western Reserve University, Centar for Documentation and
Communication Research, Cleveland, Ohio

Search Strategy in Information Retrieval

Dr. William Goffman

AF-AFOSR-403-65; AF-A..FOSR- -66

Objective ....

Toward mathematical description and structuring of
efficient communiczt.on tGchniques required for re-
liable information transmission systems.

Project summary ....

Strategies are being postulated and evaluated for querying,
searching, and -manipulating information atores, Attempts are being
made to develop an abstract description and analysis of the search
process, and to establish procedures for achieving retrieval that
is responsive to user needs. Mathematical models are being for-
mulated based on two concepts of epidemic theory as applied to
the transmission of information. The first modeluses intermediary
hosts as carriers in an open population; the second uses a migrat-
ing population concept. Experimentz ,i-e planned for comparing
human and computer performance in searching taskq.

Research findings ....

Through application of Lyapunev's direct method arid Pontrya-
gin's maximum principle to the study of communic.Ation processes
as epidemic processes, the state (i.e., stable or unstable) of a
communication process ha3 been determined as well as those
admissible controls which will optimally produce the desired
state.

Publications .

Will•a,n Goffman. "An Epidemic Process in a Open Population."
Nature, vol. 205, no. 4975 (20 Feb 65) 831-2.

William Goffman. "On the Logic of Irformaton .Retrieval." Infor-
mation Storage and Retrieval, vol. 2 (1965) 17-Z0. 7
William Goffmaxi and Vaun A. Newill. "IConmmincation and Epi-
demic Processes." in preparation.

William Goffman, "A Mathematical Model for Describing the
Compatibility of Infectious Diseases." In preparation.

William Goffman. "A Stability Theorem for an Epidemic Process
with Migrating Populations." In preparation.

15
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$Yec6rn 2, A5inlralimt .~t44-ca/zn andl

Tfhe problem of Nvictingj appropr;&ta descriptors of in~or-:ation
a,1 .d cra'ttzfi~ them into a steructu!-e wafs origina-U) thouzgh'. of as a
:ibrary,.%Lype problem. It is stili L :rucial1 problem of information
5jer'vice activ-ties har~dling the te-chnical -iot-unxi~t lite~rature. Con,-
ventional Z'ibrzirv classiftcacvin sc &cieeý ni'e rtAt readi;-, amenable
to !i-eqoent and rna-o-r ;-nodif.lcations of tiarrow saxbject areas -,hlch
must be acceassa in spez .ficity and depth as ro-se~tzech expA~ds
kncwledge of them. Cecwc-ati-na3l library index'ing praý:tices car.
similarly not readily accomrmoda~e to current req~ireoents ft
many terminolocaical access points to the subject c,_nteitt of doct.-
ments.

The problem of identific~tio'i) and claseffication has, however,
been e-qgravatod by a teohqiology that has Froduced computere anel
senf,ozs, M~achines that can "read" printed and handwritten
charactern !ýnd can "look at" rný;ps and photographs need instruc-
tions to telli them how to recognize a pattern and how to differen-
tiate one pattern from another. Thi;; raises the question of how t o
describe a patrarn. What are the informratiori-bes~ring parameters
in a lin' drawing, ini a latter of the alphabet, irt an aeriU. photo-
graph? Are the (nts that are s-gnificant to a human significant to a
rmachnre? Can ?ules or algorithms be devvlnpcd that can give
machina3 the inttuIligence to~ identify patterns they have~n't seen
:teforc and to son~arate signals from noise?

Projects c*3-werned wiih both categories of pr-oblerns pertaining
1). ciSL511icatjeo aze ing~luded in this task. It will probably he ad-
visaiar to subdivide the tank- in th:a future. Dc-scrfptor structures
for document s-estems aýý i'requently related to other aspects of
iota" Svst-,m~ 0-,anixa Zion and opeva Lion. As methodo aýTu perfected
for rrecha,.ii~ing aiseful indcxlng proce)dures, r-ew apprtclies to
;iýput, sw~ch. a.-)d retrie-stl can Ls explored and incorporated in
aystern?. Wor~c with rat~al language may also lead to austractions
pert~ining 'Cl syntactic and zemantic otructures in languaxte (see
E-c0iorz F). Cl~zificatioti of the pat-.ein recognition process, on ýhe
:thi~r haný. .J beconning a p7,;*1er of aýýtificial intelligence (see
Stct'Zv-s 4 and 5). R4t h~ lvatez h rrs must describ,

procedurs !3; ihich rmachities caim 1.arn from)r experience--.nd can
A~djust or a~tApt to r-Srw inputr., How pattayns are coded also bears
on itifcrmAtion cortent and in~orm-itlo- loso in their trinsmiegion
(see Section 3),

The possibilit y exists that models f--r clizracterizing patterns
will also describe concepto represented by cluste73 of word
descriptors. The data base for such date rrmina tion~t is sadly lackinF..



i- . University of" Arnvnz. ArzaglplIybridf Cginput~av taburatcay,

A S~ud-y of Perform-atice. Deeign. and Organizaxtion of 11yurid
Computer Syieten.s

Dr. rranino A. Kor-a

AýF-A~FOSR-89-tr5

Objectiv

Toward dtesign and construction of nuvel types ol' hybrie
analog/digital computers.

Pr'oject suernmary..

Research centers on the design of components for and compu-
tational procedurus with the ASIIAC II -Ariaona Statistical Repn-
titive Analog Computer), an all- soclid- state idverative differe2atial
analyzer that employs i10 v, transistor amnplifiers with a unity-
gain bandwidtii beyond 20 me and very low computing impedunces.
Emphasis is being given to studies on: pararinete-e and funciional
optimization; Monte.-Carlo studies of random processe-s; the com-
putation of statistical data with ccoazse q.iantization; and operations
beyond simple averaging. Applications of the ASTRAC II delay-line
rnerory are being explored to such proD2ern2 as thc, so~ation of
integral equations, partial differential equations, correlation ex-
perimetnts, and prograrnming for varlablet time delays,

Ife~teirch fifdi~ls ...

Studies of a hybrid-code differea~tial analyzer system dernon..
etrated possible tradeoffs between c~omputer accurcy and spead
and verified results predicted by $,krainstad's ociginml thzior~y. it
is anticipated, howevcr, that the systsm will be overtaken by Xn~-
proved all- dip'ital d~iffer ential equ? tion solvers.

14k A simple diptzl-dis play multiplexer was dnveloped for the
ASTRAC IX which permits simultaneous display of four digital.
ý3qic outputs on a single oscilloscope w'ithout analog switching.

Pubdicatiow ..

1ktnmett P~. O'Grady. "A ffy5r-Ad-Code Di)fffeientialAralyzar." ACL
Mamno No, 87, April 196S.

R, L. Vaybach, "Generation of Inv~erse Func~izina by the Method of
Sttep;)t Descent." ACL Morno No. ETL June 1965.
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Grar~po A. Korn and flou-ev H. Wbighazm. 'Os-:Lec.zope Display )f
?Vultpir ii M :i AOL Mento Nle- 116. -Sept. MS,5

"Hy!brid Cornp*ters and M,3-te -Carlo Te:hnijit-s, 1966-) 965.1' LES

eA'A tCL me) rar-j~ partiallý spor.sored by T±nis grant are nor
h~t~ahee.Se~"1ts ~ AC. j'6iations,' AZ:L Memco 1No0 105,

rnv * A;'rii 1965.



"2-L. Florida S`ate Univcrsity, Library School, Tallahassee, Fla.

Analysis of Personal Index Structures and Uses

D:. Gerald J;boda

AF-AFOSR- 895- 65
)

Objective ...

Toward determination of patterns of information- gather-
ing habiza of scientists for the design of useful storage
and retrieval systems.

Project summary .. ,

A case-history analysis is being made of the personai index
practices of a selected group of scientists both to characterize
these practices and zttempt to determine operating patterns by
which information centers ccu'd more usefully serve as informa-
tion sources. Experiments are planned on examining the variables
affecting the interface between the information specialist and the
scientist. Effectiveness of the personal index will be analyzed,
The personal index will also be evaluated as a means of deter-
mining index profiles and as a means of indicating zignificant areas
of sci.ntific research.

Research findings ..

Case histories cf personal index use are being obtained on a
regular basis, and subject searches are being examined to compare
-ndexing approaches.

Publications ...

Gerald Jahoda, Ronald D, Hutchins, and Robert R. Galford. "Char-
acteristic and Use of Personal Indexes Maintained by Scientists
and Engineers in One University." Submitted to American Docu-
mentation.
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2-3. University of Hawaii, Graduate Dept. of Oceanography, Hono-

lulu, Hawaii

Linear Network Theory and Pattern Recognition

Mr. A. Timothy Ewald and Dr. Gordon Groves

AF-AFOSR- 1041- 66

Objectives ...

Toward methods for detecting meaningful patterns in
noisy sysTLe.- .•, for quantitatively measuring and cate-
gorizing them ior automatic decision systems and learn-
ing networks.

Project stimmary ...

Linear separability techniques can fall short in dividing data
sets into diserete classes that are meaningful. since the physica).
world is not linear. This effort employs primarily linear tech..
niques, but is examining the identification process with respect to
discovering iifferentiating descriptors and associations among
descriptors "hat can provide analytic relationships for describing
the phenomenological world. Point radar waveforms are being used
as the :rincipal source of data. Preliminary results suggest that
a rekawatioi. ef convergence cr"Ieria will lead to quantitati-e classi-
ficatioi procedures for identifying detectible pattern information,
possibly through the use of secondary signal cues.

Research findings ...

See General Electric Go. (Temir., A.F 49(638)-1520
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2-4. Herner and Company, !Yashington, D.C.

Unification of Theory and Empiricism inInformatioa ERetýrxeval

Mr. Robert A, =z~Lrthorne

AF 49(638)-1427; AF 49(638).,1617

Objective ...

Toward unification of empirical observations (ie., docu-
mentary no':ions) and theoretical results (e.g., •Aiathe-
matica' repres .ntations) for precision in design.ng and
operating information Festems.

Project summary ...

Studies are being n.ade of: (a) combinatorial properties uf
retrieval systems, largely those resulting from the structure of
their" vocabulary; (b) fundamental working characteristics of re-
trieval systems; and (c) bases and rational aims of documentary
activities. A theory of minimal (i.e., necessary but -.vt sufficient)
documentary activity is being developed based on observations that
all linguistic situations involve triadic relations; that documenta-
tion on any level must involve message, channel, code, source,
designation, and de~ti-nation; and that the first problem of docu-
mentation is bringing together appropriate messages and appro-
priate destinations. A method is being developed fcr displaying the
performance of systems that uses all-but-not-only and only-but-
not-all duality considerations.

Research findings ...

Examinations have been mare of the various distir.,t entities
blanketed by the words "information" and "relevancs;" there is no
self-subsistent entity called "information" that 4-. shared and con-
served in common by all activities as ordinary forms of speech
suggest.

The all- but- not- only and only- but- not-all duality discloses that,
whatever the methods and procedures, rejection of more than a
certain minimum of acceptable items and selection of more than a
certain minimum of unacceptable items cannot be avoided in any
retrieval system.

Publications ...

Robert A. Fairthorne. Rapporteur's report, Session on Collection
Dynamics and Rclev'ance. Proceedings, International Study Con-
ference on Classification Research, Elsinore, Denmark, 14-18
"Sept. 1964. Copenhagen: Munksgaard, 1965.
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Robert A. Fairthorne. "'Use' and 'Mention' in the Information
Sciencies." Proceedings, Symposium on Education for Infor•mation
Science, Warrenton, Va., 7-10 Sept. 1965. Washington, D.C.:
Spartan Books, Inc., IQ65, 9-12.

Robert A. Fairti-orne. "Notification Theory." Abstracts, 1965
Congress, :nternational Federation for Documentation (FID), Wash-
ington, D.C., 10-15 Oct. :965, 66.
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"2-5. Institute for S-.ientific infornation, Philadelphia, Pa.

Citation Index Studies for Info.-.tion Control

Dr. Eugene Garfield; Dr. lying Sne'"

AF 49(638)-1547

Objective ...

Toward methods of tracing and predicting patterns in the
genesis, development, and use of scientific theories and
results.

Project summary ...

The citation index is being evaluated aa an objective measuring
tool for tracing the .ze if reports and communications by scientists.
The test corpus is a machine-stored file of approximateiy two
million citations from over 600 journals in the physical, mathe-
matical and life sciences, primarily for 1960-1961 literature.
Trendz in the citation patterns will be critically examined.

Reseay'ch findlings ...

Comparison s~udies of Science Citation Index and Index Medicus
showed earlier announcement in the quarterly and annual editions
of SCI than in the monthly and annual IMts for a raaidom group of
journals having common coverage.

Studies of citation patterns in U.S. patents show that about hacf
of the 7iting patents differ, even on the broadest generic component
of the classification assigned to the patent, from the cited patent.

Publications.,.

Eugene Garfield. "World Br;.in or Memex--Mechanica! and Intel-
lectual Requirements for Universal Bibliographic Control." Paper,
Eighth Arnual Summer Symposium on 'he Foundations of Access to
Knowledge, Syracuse U., 30 July 1965.
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2-6. Institute for Scientific Information, Philadelphia, Pa.

Computer Indexing For Information Retrieval

Dr. John O'Connor

AF 49(638)- 1300

Objective ...

Toward de'ermination of the feasibility of indexing
natural language text by machine.

Project summary ...

Several problems associated with machine generation of indexes
are being invescigated: (a) exceptions arising in the application of
thesaurus rules for the retrieval of documents; (b) ident~fication of
necessary and sufficient sections of text for indexing purposes;
(c) definition of the concept of satisfactory retrieval within the
context of indexing systems and retrieval goals; and (d) formaliza-
,ion of the baues that humans use in indexing.

Res earch findings ...

Computetr rules for identifying papers concerned with "toxicity"
were at least as successful as human-indexer methods, but machine
indexing falsely identified as many papers as it correctly identified,
whereas human indexers rarely overassign terms.

Automatic indexing of the concept "toxicity" was rtduced to the
above level only by the application of a number of rules, including
relative irequency, syntactic centrality, first sentence-first para-
graph, etc., and was not as "successful" with the concept "peni-
cillin."

Publications ...

John O'Connor. "Automatic Subject Recognition in Scientific Papers:
An Empiricl Study." Journal of the Association for Conputin&
Machinery, vol. 12, no. I-t. 65) 490-515.
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2-7. Lehigh University, Dept. of Philosophy, Bethlehem, Pa.

A Fornnal Theory of Cocelptual Affiliation for Document
Reconstrvctson

Dr. Donald J. Hillman

AF-AFOSR-1028-66

Objective

Toward construction of a notationally and algorithmically
simple grammar for machine processing of natural
language text.

Project summary ...

Logical and epistemological considerations are being combined
with linguiritic studieýs to develop the fundamental concepts for a
grammar for retrieval purposes, A theory of conceptual affiliation
is being formulated to supply the logical foundation of a process by
which characteristic terms may be organized into coherent docu-
ment-forming sets. Logical refinement of the notions of term-term
and document-term associations will be made toward the construc-
tion of a grammar for machine processing of text.

Research findings ...

Sce Lehigh Uni-,-v~sity, AF-AFOSR-724-6•
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2-8. University of Michigan, Sensory Intelligence Lab., Ann Arbor,
Alich.

Theoretical Frameworks for Pattern Recognition Problems

Dr. Wilson P. Tanner, Jr. and Mr. Richard F. Arnold

AF-AFOSR-367-65
1

Objective ...

Toward explication of the pattern recognitionprocess, by
operations it is implicitly assumed that man performs as
a pattern recognizer.

Project summary ...
It 4s assumed that pattern recognition consists of the following

operations: input weighting and storage; decomposition on a mixed
distribution of stored input; estimation of the parameters of the
distributions determined by the decomposer (the parameters de-
fining the elementary codes from which patterns are constructed);
statement of the pattern set and associated probabilities based on
all (distant and recent) of the prior state of knowledge; and storage
of experience. Research centers on the following paramLtric
statistical problem: given a statistical sample from a population
which is known to Lc a rnixture of populations of a known para-
metric form, determine the composition of the mixture. Use is
being made of the transform domain for multivariate cases based
on the assumption rif a random sample drawn according to an
n-di:nensiorml p1obability fur-ction f(X), where f(X) is the weighted
sum of r sumn,.,-nd iunctiona, ft(X), where r may or may not be
known, some o,- all of the ,vi's may not be known, and tht; para-
metric forms of the f1 (X) are the same and known but the para-
meter valu'i are generally differenit and not known.

Research findings ...

A method has been devised for estimating the Fourier expan-
sion of anarbitrary continuous probability function over an n-dirnen-
sional finite rectangular domain using only a finite sample drawn
from the function. Relationships of tVe sample size to the estimates
are being investigated. This forms the basis for the decomposition
of weighted suirs of n.dimensional normal probability functions
un.ng Medgyeszy-type linear operators.

Publications ...

Ricbhard F. Arnold and Donald L. Richards. "Monotone Congruence
Algo"ithms," Technical Rept, No, ISL-65-2, April 1965.

Richard F. Arnold and Donald L. Richards, "Monotone Congruence
Algorithms," Accepted for publication, Information and Control.
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2-.New York University, Dept. of Electrical Enghieerig, Bronx,
N.ý Y.
Patterti~ Analysis of Planar Geometric Configurations

Dr. Herbert Freeman

AF-AFOSR-24-65; AF-AFOSR-24-66

Objective

2'owarlI digital- compul-er analysis of complex geometric
patterns.

Pr&'Ject siummary

Problems ccncerned with the ztalysis, caiiatnand
smoothing of graphical, 2in~a-drawing type data are _,ting invests.
gated. Th4& studies concern: (a) intiinsic~ inf~rmat'on- bearing
feati~res of line drawings and their izsi -A developirng cli:ssificatio~n
hierarchies; IN) methods for "97gra,,nt ýItting,t* witlh emphasis on
those thA'c are o)rientation iunvariant; (c) smocoting of lir.e-drawing
data; and (0) the untection of speciiic features. in particular, enarp
slope dis.continuttims (corn~rs).

Optimum solutioio.s ate also being svught for the t~wo- dimensional
allocation problern, i.e., ininimizirng waste and cost' ýn scheduling,
making layouts, etc., for various hhapt~ restrictictns.

Queuing problems are also being studied fncr a ..- mmunication
system in~ which two or mrnoe dig~tal coniputeri are linked with ii
significant delay; the compaters can transr-it or receive, but tcannmA
do boi.h Pimultanpously.

Research findings..

A formnzl mathematical mocdel for contour maps was develo-ped
which greatly facilitzites che solution of contour rnap probL1eio.

An algorithm was d1evuloped for the two-dinicnsional "hidden.
lmnel problem.

A solution was found for the messzoe interference problem in a
two-way computer comraunication syetemn with transmrission delay.

tPubilcations ..

S. P. Morse. "Cornpitter Sturage and Analysis of Contour Map Datid."
F'eb. 196S. I4YU Technical Rept, No. 400-106.

Jerome Feder and Herbert- Freeman. "Segment Fitting oi Cuve
;n Pattern Analysis Ueing Chain Correlation." March 1965. NYU
Tieclhical Ro-rt. NVo. 430" 108.



S. I 'orse, "Analysis of a Contour Map on a C'Zoi~d Surface."
Sept. -9E5. NYU Techý)'ci Rept. No. 4CO-123.

Phi:lip Kaszerman. "A 'Region' Corncep' an Its Application to
Ticohoid Logic," L.%forrnation an~d Control, Vol. 8, no. 5 (')ct.

19651% 531- 551.

SS. P. Mo.rjs6. "A Mathcruaticai M~odel for the Analysis --f Cý-vt.)ur
Line L-t- iOct. 19Si, N)7U Technical Rept. No. 400-,Z4.

J'cFL-der .- dHerbert Frc-efmar;. "Digitg' '-.urve '.iatching
UF~iA~k a Ccntc'Lr C.jrrela-ion Algorit~u'n' 1A~rctkptzd f,ý; publication,
ZEE. Inter-n;donal Gonventic:n Pecczrd, March P6 .

HerL-.~t Frser,ý-an, "Pattern Ar.RJvs&2- z-,if Pla~~G''~trc
figu~rations." :, prs-p&rarion.,



2-10. Sperry Rand Corp., Unitxzc Division, Blue Sell, Pa.

Optimization and Standardizatý-n of 7nformation Ret-ýeval
Languag-t and Systemrs

Dr. Gilbert Kaghev and Mr. Earl G. Fossumn

AF 49(638)-1194

objective..

Tow:ard specification of optiniun, ifie organizations
for real-time, low-cost informationi a*.-r.xge and re-
Irieval systems.

Project summary .

Studies are in progress o.n (a) an analysis of paramet-;ta rtý-
lated to file partitioning for optimizationi of ogani-4tior. ý'-d
search time; (b) development of an automatic indt~x-g and :ýearcli
3ystem having general applicabiiity; and (c) drfirutlor J~r the i,-ac-
tiornal specIfications for a real-time, Ivw-c-)st. eftlcL--nt ir~l~zatu~n
processor through integration of the log.:c and comptutizq capR'iIi.~
tfei3 sf machines with the coding, storage 3%id retrictv-d r-q,'
waents of the it-forsnat:on system.

9'es ,earch findirs,g.s

It haD buer. found tAx ide2-ý-term aasociltions ten(6 to i' us~ed
without recogn!h±,..n of i.~1-trel.ýtiorsh~ps in. the structure oi* tlhc
thesaurus Zor the -~ua~.f an ikp'rxe.lation storageý and re-
triev0, systern. with the -esult that ,arge-sca',a ;ýta storage nnd
processint- re-u-,.4ients ;-re genorated whkwh mnay not be neczp=
sary.

CrPl,,ris hare been -. avelopad for dc-term-Ining optimurn. file
organization bzsed ci. sp~c~fed s/stern parameters: dc'-umenl
haquanced i,ýwerte~d sequenrted, ane "c.7ained" orgai-tatic-'- of tie
,rndex ftrrn file.

P'~blication-, ý.

Eaul 0. Foa~urn 'aid Gii,,Iert IRcfkey. "Some Nlot-, on EŽi- Vit and
D~ata Pr ccas-ng Aspe~cts of A4-asociktion Vactors x. lnlori~ation
3tC~rke am? Re,%iov-_1 S5,s4ezna." Riat. No. 5, Mxrch 1965.



2-lI 1], Ue:'s of Torontv. I-pt- of Inzdustr-ial E ngin ee r&,ng,
')2tCavjzda

C-)Mpe-1dLurn oý the Dszrwuttios of Imat?-eratica! Stat-4stica
and kp;;1X~at~ons

Dr. S~rrviei 1.~

AF-AF(DSR- I U09.-6b

-Jbjective ...

7,;wz~rd prc~iur-1tion of a bibliographic ýxnd rexerence ?'oo:
for reýsearch in atatv~cics a.xd 'h-3 ifurrnmtjon scien-ces.

Project su~znary-- .

A com'pendium af statictical distrIbuticons Is being comzpitced
which wi1cz~ntain ;om~pact Zj,, detaile-d descriptions of the die-
tri 'bution~s, ?ro--ert:)vs of 'he eetimatrd param~eters, and examnples
f'rorm major areaý; c5 their applica'iim. Souree -;iitria1b for the
compendium include a Eubr,',at.tia1 numbUer o'ý n.)-U po'perr., in-.
cluding Russian materials, that ar~e being Pan.iyzed -IT. the original'
languages. Over forty distributions a-id thý-r va~iz'inna and
genriealizations are bqing con~idere",
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21. Wesfat Researchz Analysts, Inc., Denver, Colo.

Theoretical F'oundations for Associztive Retrie-val

Dr, £dward (.. B~ryant

AF 49(638)-1484; AF 49'638)- J671

Objectivj

Toward mati-erriatiral formul~ation of the assoc.ýaton
z#.lationships among conceptu represented in 1anguagz

ciescriptions in documents.

P;rojeci summffary . ..

Formulas are being develope-i for associating indbx Keys with
search keys when these kreys qrz not identical fo-- eCectivt. re-
trieval from information stores. The sete of keys are being re-
I'1ted by a lirear t.ransformiation. Cot-ditionb or restricticrns that
flAlt be, imposed on. the t~eansforma~ion, and ,-atimizzitior, of the
trantforrnntiunr are being investigited.

IResealech iiwxtgs..

ForniulIis were c4exived which, quar~tify the improvement in
retrieve-1 that. can be e--pe,:t2 tb.-ough the use of associative
methods for corre-:ting Lde.rindexing in zero-one indexed files.

rPUbijcatic'mi ..

Edylztird G, Br'a.nt, "A Status Report on Research in Information
*ýetrlem-l." Paper presented at a program on Management !nfor-
rrnatsion S'/stý:rs and the Information Specialist, Purdue U., 12-13
JOVl l965-

LMward C. Dryant, Donald T. Searis, and Robert H. Shummwev.
-'Srcrm Theoretical Abpects of the Irtprovement of Document Screen-
inig by Associativf; Trarsformations." AF 49(638)- 1484, final rept.,
Nov. 1965.



it is an understatement to say that many mechanisms ý:xist by
which information is transmitted. A simple organisrn can have a
multiplicity of sensors for orientation in and adaptation to its
environment. Mvan has mechanisms within mechanisms compounded
by his higher animal abilities of perception, awareness, and
t'hought. Physical systems display order, a balancing of cause a-,d
effect, and adaptation that suggest other mechanisms that may be
disclosed as man probes space.

Living systems present a challenge to man's understanding of
information processing. In packages smaller than he can fabricate,
complex processes occur that he cannot yet model. What are the
algorithms for seeing, for hearing, for remembering, rforgetting,
for integrating one bit of information with another, for making
quantum jumps in tA•.;,It that lead to creative syntheses? How are
impulses sensed, sorted, coded, transmitted, stored, recalled,
evaluated? How ate judgments made and decisions reached? How
do organisms communicate with each other, and, inparticular, how
effectively does mar, communicate with man? Inquiry into informa-
tion transmission mechanisms ranges from studies of interactions
at the 6ubcellular level to those among men and between men and
machines.

This task principally sponsors connecting-type research (see
Introduction). The NIH, psychology and physiology branches of other
agencies, as well as the Directorate of Life Sciences, AFOSR,
have major programs directed toward answers to some of the
above questions. However, other sponsors are not necessarily
concerned with information science objectives that seek isolation
of information-bearing parameters, models of infornmation-pr r>cess..
ing mechanisms, and techniques ior improing comnounication
processes. Since the range is broad and the budget is small, only
a f-w projects can be supported. They highlight the difficulties that
are inherent in attaining information science objectives and suggest
rates of progress that could be achieved toward their attainment.
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".i--1. University of Birm inghatiz, Neurocomm unications Research
Unit, Birmingham, England

Studies in Neurocommunications ( M'he Role of !nh~bntion in In-
formation Transfer)

Dr. Ian C. Wh-tfield
)

AF-=OAR- 11 5-bS

obic.-tive ...

Toward understanding methods for filtering, coding,
storing and transmitting patterns along -athways hay-
inb apparently limited capacities.

Project surnmmary ...

Studies are being made of changes in the coding pattern that
occur when the pulse pattern in the auditory nerve is transformed
by passage through the cochlear nucleus. The input/output trans-
formaton has been related to the interconnections oi ihe units
within the nucleus and the interplay of excitatory and inhabitorv
channels. A method has been devised using a micro-tap for .i-

leas.ng drugs into the "space" around the test cell to study the
transformation model.

Research findimygs ...

Several pieces of evidence sti ongly suggest that acetylcholinc
is the synaptic transmitter for -,ne of tibe centrifugal nervous
pathways from the h-gher centers terminating in the cochlear
nucleu-. The channel appears to operate a "normally closed" gate
for contralline sensory" information passing through the nucleus,
since blocking the paV-,:-%y results ,n the r.•sponse to an input being
cut off, wh',x eas its activatio, lowers the sc,;nd threshold.

Publications ..

S. D. Comis and I. C. Whitfield. "The Effect of Acetylcholine on
Neurones of the Cochlear Nucleus." Accepted for publication in
Journal of Physiology.
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" G-2. (;'ne$'a i IDnamnics Electronics, Research Division, Rochester,
N.Y.

Communmcation and Information Theory Aspects of the Nervous

System

Dr. Eugene Aga.ides

AF 49(638)- 1470

Objective ..

Toward determining the multicoding-unicbannel and
multicoding-multichannel phenomena in hvinj systems
for applicability to the synthesis of composite channels
and complex networke.

Project summnar, ...

This study is quantitatively investigating the performance of
various cutaneous sensory transducers and their relationships to
higher nervous centers to determine network structures and coding
patterns. Coding and information theory aspects of the sig:aal
responses of skin sensory receptors and nerve endings ;o sirgle,
paired, and triple stimuli are being examined, Data on fre.ueicy-
amplitude-excitation relationships are expected to clarify such
phenomena as differences of response by anatomically similar but
functionally different receptors, variances in threshold produced
by habituation, and selective discriminationand extinction of sigrals.
The data may provide a by-product by indicating tolera-.ce levels
for man to acoustic pressure and frequency in tne performance of
such information proce'sing tasks as hearing, speaking, and think-
ing.

Research findings ...

The Pacinian corpuscle, a 1-ressure sensory receptor of the skin
of primates, was found to rcspond to a multitude of stimuli; the
threshold to acoustic stimuli varied with frequency.

Lorenzini Amn,.llat, multihpe sensory elements in the skins of
fish, appear anm.. -niczaly sar-, ar in different species but experi-
ments on the Se.air-rzni B;t.vr;-oetris (lemon shark) and other
species show physiolo-rTg-ic eleetive functioning, for example to
pressure, temperature, and electric stimuli.

Publications ...

Eugene Agalides. "Biophysical Communications, 1964 Research
Report." Rept. No. GD-1465-12. July 1965.
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2-3. Indiana Universit~y, Hearing and Coinrmnunicatian Lab., Blown-
I.nirilon, Ind.

Auditory Sigmt~ Detection, Correlation and Transmusioxi

Dr. James P. Egan

) ~AF-AFOSR-~548-65; AF-AFOSR-.548-ý,(

Objective..

Toward specification of human performance and systern
efficiency in several common perception and dociston-
making situations.

Project summary ...

The theory of bignal detec..tab,.lity is being Papplied tz# ihe funtda.
mne ntaI rietection problem in the context rf auditory deiect~on in the
for~mulation of a theoretical model, calliae the method of free
response, foc analyzing listener reaporit.v ti auditory si~r~ls. MI'e
theory of signal detectab.1ity, r.ýrAiv terywi-- deacr'Aies
the periormance -.. ani ideal ob#'-rvcr tvho usem all re~evant sn-
luirz-atioi-3 avrilable to hirn to arriv-e at a "be#,t" leriaion, )*a6
provided a f.-rnework for iho rfiforrnulatioii oi certain probie'-no
in the field o:-f pfiyýhophysics). R,)raarch ýa pr incipily 'Znictrned
with phenomena aesociated w,,ith masiung-lovii dJ Ii'oricer. Two
models of the awtjon of the binauitrl pro,:ousxin asyatoe are uo.ng
studied: (i.) ar. aqual aiion/cancaoilation m~odal wl i niarna*e thAt
the inputs fronm both cars arts quihzed and ý- on , aweaild by F
subt-riction proces4, and Q)) the --effreao meodal waich po'tulatas
that a phaee d~iference r-.'sulta Letwvon tho !*r, wovellorn', cili at
each ear. wheni ih.e signaL is addod to the niotse, and thc lihaste dif-
sereiice is tn-. stimu~lus cuc for dce~etioxt.,

Research flndings, .

The det.-ction of a sinuroid r-ganan~t a hadiground of cniuu
noit;e- is markedl~y :mprovad under -:pprcspziate conditions of binaural
listening. The release from niaoking is diminished by aboal" five
decibels when the nuase and the signal are-' turned on and of-,
together. a result having implications for theories of binaural
iminiasking.

Whzn the se.nm ncise. is presen~ted continuously to booth ears,
and when. sirncsoiddl siguals ci different frequencies ate also pre.-
sented, one to eacti ear, a r-elease from mataking occurs, Thu, iilter
characteristic of the b.inaural proces~irxg syst(-m wantf eatimated
by measuring the amount of release, from masking as a function of
the difference in frequency between the two sinusoids, one at each
ea r.

C-;-



Publications ..

James F. Egan, William Lindner, and Dennis McFadden. "Mask-
ing- Level Differences and the Form of the Psychcrnetrxc Function.'
Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, vol. 37 (1965) 1181(A).

James P. Egan. "Maskingý Level Differences aa a Function of
Interaural Disparities in Intenrsity of Signal and of Noise." jourrnal
of the Acoustical Society oi America, vol, 38 (Dec. 1965).

James P. Ecan and William Beison. "Lateral-:zation of a Weak
Sign~al Presentnd With Correlated and With Uncorrelated Noise."
In manuscript.
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3-4. University of Michigan, Communication Sciences Lab. -tan
Arbor, Mlich.

ProL-ems in Speech Communication aný5 Automatic Speech
P -cognitien

Dr. Gordon E. Peterson and Dr. June F. Shou.p

) A.F-AFOSR- 595- 65

Toward formulation of a general phonetic theory, a gen-
eral Dflonem ic theory, and a set of logical procedurez for
converting the ;nformation- bearing acot~stic and lin-
guistic parameters of speech lo a discrete code.

Project sum rna7rv . ..

To achieve speech communication with a digital computer, the
comnputer m-..~ be able to accept and interpret a speech input
(aut--matic speech recognition) and to produce a speech output
(automatic speech s nthesis). In prior research in this project, a
general phonzetic theory and a phonemnic theory have been formulated,
and a programmable set of logicall pr~ocedures have been developed
for converting acouatic parametzes to sets of phone types. The
sets of phone types can be converted to phonemes by reference to
an allophonic nnvironrnental statement for the various phonemes.
Research is contininuing on: (a) a theory of phonology, particularly
prosodernic theory and the relation between phonology and grammar
including lexicon and syntax; (b) logical procedures for interpreting
the acoustic parameters of speech; andi (c) a structural deticription
of the phonology of midwes5tern Arnericar E~nglish for an under-
standing of linguistic requirei-ne'.-: independent of lexical zand
g~ammati,- information needed for the conversion of phone types
to crthcgraphic sequences. The theories are being reduced to
algorithm-t for computer proccesing.

Re,,earciz f-ndings

A generill phonetýif teheory based on the physiological parameters
of speech prod~uction has been completed.

An investigation oi the essential elements of an acoustic phonetic
theory has bceen completed.

Publicatiora, ...

Gordon E. Peterson and June E. Shoup. "A Physiological Theory
of Phonetics." Journal of Speech and Hearing Research, vol. 9,
no, I "March 1966-)
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Gordon E. Feterscn and June E. Shoup, "The Eierneit;s o" an
Acoustic Phonetic Theory." jourral ofSe._eech a.nd Hearing Re-
search, vol. 9, no, I (March. 19

Gcrdon E, Peterson and guns E. Shoup. "'loasary of Termns frcm
the Physielogical and Acoustic Phonetic Theories," Journal of
Speech and Hearing Research, vol. 9, no. I (Marcht. 10o6)



,5.7.5 Aluh2i~)g .Slate~zs i Dept. ot Spetech, .AIissoid!a. Alont,

I.1cAd.) and M~~r~foý ti'e THaman Commrur'icatiorn ',ý,oce~s

Dr. Forres~t L. .3rissey

AF-AkFO)S[ -6. - 14; AF-AFOSR .878-65

Continuationa undc~r Un.,'ersity of .)Iregon. AF-AFOSR-. 103i- 66

Objective' ...

Toward identiticatioa rf poteitially sigriaficd nt ~a rA-
m ete rs ~' the humanr c ommunic a U on pr o,--e,; a nd m echad a
of measuring them,

Project szn' mary .. .

Procedures are being developed for measuring communication
effectiveness in termr, of the non-verbal decision behavior of both
the sotý'rze and receiver. A quant.,cative measure is sought for the
degree to w~hich i.isplays are or may 1e afficiently anid accu,'ately
co)ded -,r. a specifie,ý syrnboi. Dystem. Tlhe relev~nce oi concepts of
uncertainty and reiund(z'ncy derived from .-nfcrmation 'neory and
appli~d to a l-near sequence -ýf bmnary ev'ents is being exm.'rn'ed
,ýoxad rhe definnitor of a useful mca~iure of encodability for a
m~atrix cf *n;nary evztnts, Factorsi such as ronfrontation, st-attus,
and -lecoding apt-tude on rnessap,--mediated decisions~ will be
exarririt~- empirically.

Nk



3-6. University of Oregon, School of Education, Eugene, Ore.

Mode) and Measures for the Hurn;-r Ocmnmunication Process

Dr. For-oct i., Briv•sy

AF-AFCSR.- 1055-66

For Obiectives and Project surnmary of current ze-
search, •ee. Mlntax:- State Umversity, AF-AFOSR.878-65
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7. LUni~evsity College (London), Dept!. of* 11S.,citdoio. EzI~gand

S~orf.ast-c Models and Cho)ice l.-iavior

Dr, Robert 3, Aud~e'v

AF-EQAR-62-69

Objective ...

Toward determination 01 the fa,-ors which control be-
havior snd affe.ct decis~on making in choice situation~s.

Project sionina;,y..

A model is being developed that accounts for factors involved
in processes of choice. Various choice situationz are being
e~ta-nined systemnatically. A famnily of prc'iabilit:- models is !)eing
used as a guide in the selection of testable hypotheses and as
meanis of describing the data.

Resea;-ch findings..

In a st-udv of the relation between the probab--iity -)f cnn.ls~np
one of two alternati-ves and th.- statistical distrzY1)tirr ci the time
ta.Ken to make the cl~oi-e, a new experimental tez~hr.;quz \.tas de-
vised toward ensurin~g that 'he subject rxainta~'-s the s-Anc~ lerell
of efio-t after accuracy at all levels of resp~onse prot'ab~i tv, and
that hý,s choices are relatively uninfluenced by responsebis

An hypothesi- auout the mechaniE-n of c'o-ce is supported tŽ)ý
the ciata.

Pz~bhca1: ons.

R~obert J. A-adley atid A. RZ. [Pike. ' om ,altei r,at.ve stochasti'-
models of cnoice.'' Britisi, Journall of Mathe--ratic.li Statistics in
['-,Yci,01(o$!, vc;. 18 (:965) 207,~25.

Robert T. A, a,~v Modiels of Ch.oice: b~me PI oLllemrs of -Vvalu.a-
tion.'J rcceedings, Cornierence vr Mathermatcal Modeis in P~v-
cholIogy. 'eii-i- Ntional de la Rechercne Scientaf~cque, Paris. in
press,
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a.-,* UniversitY of Utah. Dept. of Psi chology, Salt Lake City, Utah

Exploratory Research oz. Cornmninicahton Abilities and
Creative Abirhties

Dr. Calvin W. iaylor

Objective ...

toward isolatnzp measurable criteria leading to opti-
mi.ation of the h'imax, cory.oner-t in comrrumcptI.n
s yst e rs.

f-,;'rlect sumt ary ...

Understand-ng, identification, and measurement of the human
abilities require4 tor z geud communication system are sought.
rhase ailltiefs appear measurable by several relatively distinct,
central varial:e4 o- di-ensir. which require Clarification. Corr-
mwsc*-tion and creative abilities and their interrolationsship% are
being exarnined through -tudy of siggnificanm dninensions involvcd
in recnptioix and •xpresswn, the tasks eliciting these. abilities, and
the erond*ix, ns undeý which each of these abilities will function.
Melation~hip5 .,3 education and training wili be suggested.

Piblicaiiolx• ...

Calvin W. Taylor. "PrrcAct ie Thirn•,ix:g in Science Education."
Science Educatior -0 the Jun..zr High Level, a National Education
As>,ociation pobica.ionf, in press.
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From J. A. Swets and D), M. Green

"Signal Derviction by Human Observers," 1963
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Y~chon P 1'IA/o$e and Ad#yn, /~n

Man, the infori.ation processor, intrigues man, the circuit
Aes:g-nr, and mar, the mod,-l builder. Man's nervous system is a
fascinating structure, its operation a subject for conjecture. Some
of manes sensory systems, his eye, his ear, are better understood
and offer existence proofs to the engineer. Beyond what man can
see are processps he calls perception, consciousntss, and thought.
Will he be able to find neural networks or molecules he can _sso-
ciate with these processes" Where and how is experience stored
to providt for merrory and recall7 What is the sequence of events
by which this unique animal called man evolved from low, r forms?

Man and lower liviag systemb embody principles of structure
and performance whicli far surpass equations that he has been able
to formulate and hardware that he has been able to build. Man has
repeatedly built machines exceeding his own capabilities--con-
struction equipment, infrared dete,.tors, computers, spacecraft.
He has also synthesized drugs and built pacemakers and prosthetic
d,.vices to extend his life and assist physical performance, But,
except to minor degrees, 'e has not yet bui't devices he can work
with as extensions of himself in the waythat h, can work with other
me.ýn. he has not built machines he can send into hostile and ad-
v,.rse environments that can report back to him selectively and
reliably the information he w)uld want to know. He has built
machines which record vast auintities of data about the physical
universe, yet few machinec can distinguish the significant bits
from the rest.

in information science terms, research to understand and model
the dynamic processes of living systems is va-r-ously termed arti-
ficial intellhgt. -', the field of adaptive and self-orgmnizing systems,
and when the construction of hardware is izivolved, bionic.,. Thc
term cybernetics .s sometimes used, because these system,, in-
corporate control and feedback mechanisms that adjust the.,-
periormance toward specified goals.

Research on adaptive systems may produce spectacular results
over the short range, but such results canonly be a first and gross
approximation to what the 1 *g range holds. The mechanical eye o,
hand, the computer that voices the words "Bravo"' or "Come
again"' `'e tracker that finds a target embedded in noise go part
of the - . Mechanical devices with more and higher level features
of human intelligence and adaptation could teach and train man,
Machines might not only help accelerate learning, but could ,aso be
ased to stimulate and ,'nhance man's inventiveness and creativity
if more wer,: known abo t his memory and thought processes. The
c juations by which man discriminates, makes decisions, integrates
disjoint bits into a whole greater than the sum of its par-ts ca-. bc
successively approximated. It wov.dbe short- sightedness, however,
to consider first approximations as more than precisely that.
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Engineers, mathematicians, ana perhaps adrr inistrators, tend
to get carried away with the poterntiAl prospects of the intelligent
machine. It is error to ignore data bases. The neurophysiologist
knows something abou:t th< nervous system, but he has a lot more
to discover. Tne psychiatrist ani psychologist know something
about behavior, but only a little sorn -thing. The molecuiar biologiet
knows compound composition and stri. ,u.e, but what is the expla-
nation for me.nory7 Optimum results ovr the long range can only
come from close cooperation, actually cybernetic coupling, across
the range of disciplines that contribute pieces to the puzzle. The
generalist and thw specialist are both needed in the various fields,
and they must be able to exchange ideas. Science is becoming one
a-ain as it simultaneously increases in specialization.
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I-1. Bell Aeros vslems Company, Buffalo, A. y,

Nonlr.ear !,r(.proce.bsing or i'nuts to Linear Neural Networks

D•r, *ona:,nvb G. Goerner

.,\I, 1(( 3 )-I Q, 7

objective ....

Toward the development of discriminating multilayer
iets for physically irnplementable learning and adaptive
control systems.

I'rcjoc tl olm ma ry ....

The comhlnation oi a linear neural net and nonlinear tnput
preprocessing . be Iig examined as one direction of extending ti-e
capabilities of neuirzl, nets. Preprocessing methode to be studied
include: (a) quantizing analog inputs and weighting each auanti.a-
tion interval separately; kb) digitizing analog inpute; and (c) codiiug
digital inputs to achieve desired input-output tzansformations.
Methods for allowing the network to autornz•tically esitablish proper
quantization intervals will also be studied. The preprocessing
schemes will be used in conjunction with error coi ecting training
algorithms developed previously for linear reural nets. Understand-
ing the behavior of one-layer nets with nonlinear preprocessing
should enable extensions to cascade arrangements resulting in
multilayer nets.

Research findings ....

Deterministic training algorithms for linear, single-layer
learning nets have been analyzed and an algorithm based on the
method of steepest des-cent has been developed for optimi;:ing a
system given in cuadratic index of performance. Effects of com-
ponent deficiencies have been determined.

A magnetic ferrite core arrangement has been developed as a
trainable analog memory element for implementing the algorithms.

Pubtications ....

J. G. Goerner, L. A. Gerhardt, and F. D. Powell. "The Applicati-,n
-f Error Correcting Learning Machines to Linear Dynamic Sys-
terns." Pr-oceedin_., National Electronics Conference, vol. Zl
(Oct 65) 541 6.
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J. G. Goerner, L, A, Gerhardt, and F, D. Powel 'A Unifying
Mathematical Theory for Training Learning Nets." AF 49(638)-
,449, final rept., Oct. 65. BAC Rept, No. 9500-9Z0032,

L. A. Gerhardt. "Some basic Applications of S-lf-Organizing
Systems." April !965, BAC Rept. No. 9500-920036,

F. D). Powell. "Frequency Donmaiu Error Analysis of Systerns
Having -, fin•e *Irying Coerficient in an Open Loop." Submitted
f(,: p.iblic ation.
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4-2. Decision Science, Inc., San Diego, Calif.

Desi&,..( .€ Evolutionary and Conscious Automata

Dr. La•,-Jnce 2. Fogel, Dr. Alvin J. Owens, and Dr. Michael
J. Walsh

,\r 49(638)-1651

()bjecdiie ....

Toward incorporating complex predictive and decision-
"-naKing specifications into the data-pr oressing programs
for digital computers.

Project summary ....

"ih s effort proposes to formalize intelligent decision making in
terms of programs which develop a succession of logical models ol
the sensed tnvironment through iterative mutation and selection of
finite-state machines which are evaluated with respect to their
experience and defined goals. Factors to be studied which affect
the success of the program in producing appropridte models in-
clude: the nature of the goal and it- invariance with time; the
amount of orderliness in the sample of the sensed environment;
the size of the sample; and the nature .f the mutation noise distri-
butiori. A -goal stru.cture is anticipated, .e., a series of levels of
internal modelers, the highest level model providing a goal for the
ne-xt lower level and thus, indirectly, for all lower levels, This is
an approach to describing unknown transducers and evolving enti-
ties, i.e., consciou's automata, whose descriptions include models
of the logical properties of both the environment and the automaton,
.4vth the capability of demonstrating knowledge about either one
through suitable response to queries for information from an
external observer.
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"41-3. Generat Electric Co. (Tempoq), Santo Barbara, Culif.

Multilevel Adaptive Thrcshold Logic Hr Pattern Recognit,3,

A. Timothy Exýald

Contract AF 19(638)-1520

For Objectives and Project summary of current research,
see University of Hawa3ii, AF-AFOSR-1041-66

Research findings ....

The applicability of adaptive threshold logic hab been d(,mon-
strated as a tool for the pattern recognition of data clatsses whose
s nsor signal characteristics are complicated and not amenab!e to
Pnalytic sohation.

In noisy radar systems, it appears that only the beginning and
ending intervals of the radar scan provide useful information,
prompting furthe.r study into the reasons why this occurs.

Publications ....

A. Timothy Ewald. "Adaptive Threshold Lta,ic for Identification of
Simulated Radar Targets," Final rept., N,,v. 5. 65TMP-,4.
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4-4. Grafix, Inc., Albuquerque, N. MAex.

A General Adaptive Motor Learning Program for a Digital
Computer

AF 49(638)-1476

Mr. Gene R. Bussey

Objective ....

Tow I the specification of generalized procedures of
learning and adaptation that can be described in the form
of computer programs,

Project summary ....

Study is in progress on the generation of effective coded com-
mand sequences for the performance of accommodation-type tasks
such as are involved in maintaining balance, adjusting vision, etc.
General principles are sought from an examination of the inter-
action of two computer programs; Pupil (the learning program)
and Tutor (the environment simulation which also computes evalua-
tive data for analyzing performance). It is hypothesized that 7en-
eral programs can be extrapolated from specialized programs for
the performance of a variety of non-homeostatic activities.

Research findings ....

An elementary hinrarchic motor control system that includes
systevr self-establishment of subgoals leading to self-development
of go;,l-seeking behavior, was successfully incorporated into Pupil
which was reprogrammed for the IBM 360.

Publications ....

Gone R. Bussey. A General Adaptive Motor Learning Program
for a Digital Computer. Final rept., Pts.Iand II, AF 49(638)-1203.
Dec. 64. AD 611334.

Gene R. Bussey. A General Adaptive Motor Learning Program for
a Digital Computer. Final rept., Pts. III and IV, AF 491638)-1203.
Dec. 64. AD 611335.

Gene R. Bussey. "Computer Experiments in Motor Learning."
AFIPS Conference Proceedings, vol. 27. pt. 1, 1965 Fall Joint
Computer Conference, 1965, pp. 753-774.
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2 •4-4. Grafix, Inc,, Albuquerque, N. Mex.

%. :-A General Adaptive Motor Learning Program for a Digital Qii Computer

AF 49(638)-1476

Mr. Gene R. Bussey

O1bjective ..
Toward the specification of generalized procedures of
learning and adaptation that can be described in the form
of computer programs.

Project summary ....

Study is in progress on the generation of effective coded com-
mand sequences for the perfoprmance of accommodation-type tasks[ such as are involved in maintaining balance, adjusting vision, etc.
General principles are sought f.om an examintion of The inter-
action of two computer programs: Pupil (the learning program)[ and Tutor (the environment simulation which also computes evalua-
tive data for analyzing performance). It is hypothesized that gen.-
oral progre.ms can be extrapolated from specialized programs forI the performance of a variety of non-horneostatic activities.

Research findings ....

An elementary hierarchic motor control system that includes
system self-establishment of subgoals leading to self-developmentof goal- seeking behavior, was successfully incorporated into Pupil

GAwhich was reprogrammed for the IBM 360.

,• Publications ....

Gene R. Bussey. A General Adaptive Motor Learning ProgramSfor a Digital Computer. Final rept., Pts. 1 and II, AF 49(638)-1203.

Dec. 64. AD 611334.

Gene R. Bussey. A General Adaptive Motor Learning Program for
a Digital Computer. Final rept., Pts. III and IV, AF 49(638)-1Z03.
Dec. 64. AD 611335.

Gene R. bussey. "Computer Experiments in Motor Learning:"
-AFIPS Conference Procesdings, vol. 27, pt. 1, 1965 Fall Joint
'.Compute Conference, 1965, pp. 753-774.1-
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,I-5. Hollander Associates, Fullerta•. Calif.

Criteria for Ad•ptive Systems

SMr. Gerhard L. Hollander

: AF 49(638)- 1664

SObjectiue ....

Toward the development of sy'•tem-indep'•.nfle•xt assess-
Sment and evaluat, ion m easures for com paring system s
Sand relating them to operational requirem ents.

Project summary ....

•i This effort will examine the various approaches to adaptive-
"/•', system design (approaches range from mathematical analysis to
• hardware design, and are designated by a variety of descriptive
• terms including "self-organizing" and "learning" systef.:s and
4 "artificial intelligence") to develop evaluation formulas relating

system characteristics to potential applications, A 9anctionai ap-
S • proach will be applied in studying the external characteristics of

the systems. Factors to be evaluated include: range of adapting
ability; convergence speed; complexity of design; percentage of

Scomponents required for l•arning ability-; and flexibility.

1
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4-6. Univei-sity of Illinois, Bioiogical Computer Lab., Urbana, Ill.

Theory and Application of Computational Principles in Complex
Intelligent Systems

Dr. Heinz von Foerster

AF-AFOSR-7-64; AF-AFOSR-7-66

Objective ....

Toward discovery of the fundamental computational prin-
ciples in complex intelligent systems governing infor-
mation selection and transfer, for their application in
the construction of automata.

Pi-oject summary ....

Through interdisciplinary research, epistemological, theoreti-
call, and experimental penetrations are being made of the compu-
tational principles in biological 3ystomnas affecting information
selection, reduction, and transfer. The effort includes further
development of the mathematical theory of control and cornmuni-
cation in complex systems; the study of large random and struc-
tured networks exhibiting memory, cognition, self-organization,
3nd anticipation; advancement of the concepts of multi-valued
logical systems toward the description of perceptive and self-
reflecting systems; and the development of an approa-h to the

empirical examination of the semantic structures of natural
language for data processing.

Research findings ....

Exhaiistive analysis by computer simulation of the structure of
behavior of all 256 different ccmýlex systems, each of which con-
sists of exactly 100 randomly connected like elementary components
which compute on their two inputs preciseiy one out of the 256
possible recursive logical functions, s'howed strong and, in many
cases, unexpected a-elations between behavior on the elementary
level (the particular logical function computed) and. behavior on
the systems level (transients, cycle length, multiple periodicities,
etc.), while variations in the topology of connections contributed
surprisingly little to changes in behavior.

In a first step toward developing algorithms for nonlinear
composition rules, particularly superpositions for nonlinear op-
erators, an extension of the classification of operators showed --

that a number of well-known nonlinear differential operators
belong to these extended classes and are reducible to a canonical
form.



IV

In a study of linguistic invariants, when all tree structures
obtained by the "noun-chain method" from English, French, and
German dictionaries were taken together and the number of nodes
they contained at each level relative to the root were determined
and plotted as a distribution of the number of nodes vs. level,
similarities were found to be greater than differences, e.g., the
maximum number in each case occurred at the third level, the
mean levels were within one-half unit of each other, arid curves
interpolated between points had the same shape for all three
languages within observational error. So far, no tree has shown
a depth greater than 8 levels.

Publications ....
Heinz von Foerster. "Memory Without Record." D. P. Kimbel,

ed., The Anatomy of Memory. Palo Alto: Science and Behavior
Books, 1965, 388-433.

Heinz von Foerster. "Bionics Principles." R. Willaume, ed.,
A Lecture Series in Bionics. Paris: AGARD, 1965, 1 -11.

W. Ross Ashby. "Measuring the Internal Information Exchange in
a System." Cybernetica, vol. 6 (1965) 5-22.

SW. Ross Ashby. "Constraint Analysis of Many-Dimensional Rela.
tions." N. Wiener and J. P. Schade, eds., Progress in Biocyber-
netics, vol. 2. Amsterdam: Elsevier Publishing Co., 1965, 10-18.

Alex M. Andrew. "Self-Improvement Using a Disturbed Measure
of Goal Achievement." Preprint, Technical Rept., 1965, for
Proceedings, IFAC, London, 1966.

Alfred Inselberg. "On Classification and Superposition Principles
for N1onlinear Operators," Technical Rept. No. 4, May 1965.

Crayton C. Walker. "A Study of a Family of Complex Systems."
Technical Rept. No. 5, June 1965.

Alex M. Andrew. "Tables of the Stirling Numbers of the Second
Kind." Technical Rept. No. 6, in press.

- Alex M. Andrew. "Tables of the Modified Stirling Numbers of the
Second Kind." Technical Rept. no. 7, in press.

Alex M. Andrew. "Automatic Adjustment in a Continuous Environ-
ment." Technical Rept. No. 8, Sept. 196r.

Alex M. Andrew. "Counting to 1,099,508,48?.,050 Without Carries."] Accepted for publication, Electronic '.pEineer.

Alex M. Andrew. "A Beam-Blanking Circuit." Accepted Sc: publi-
. catilo*, Electronic Engineer.
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W. Ross Ashby. "Basic Issues of Today." Accepted for publica-
tion, Journal of General Physics (special issue.)

M. David Freeman. "A Signal Analysis Technique with Application
to the Analysis of Musical Instrument Tones." Accepted for publi-
cation, Proceedings, IEEE.

Heinz von Foerster. "From Stimulus to Symbol." G. Kepes, ed.
Sing, Image, Symbol, vol. IV. Vision and Value. New York:
G. Braziller, in press.

Heinz von Foerster. "Large Systems and Cybernetics." Proceed-
ings, Symposium or the Social Impact of Cybernetics. Washington,
D.C.: Georgetown University Press, in press.
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4-7. University of Illinois at Chicag,4o Circle, Dept. of Informalion
Engineering, Chicago, fil.

Evolutionarr and Multilevel Information Processing Networks

AF-AFOSR-978-651 AF-AFOSR-978-66

Dr. Earl E. Gose

Objective ....

Toward describing the training of logical elements for
adaptive networks and evolutiona ry • ruc tu, res.

Project summary ....

Procedures are being studied for training multilevel networkb

consisting of more than one laver of adjustable parameters. The
procedures involve either the mutation or replacement of network
elements. Criteria are being determined for evaluating the ele-
ments. Decision procedures are being formulated for effecting
changes in the network structures. Preliminary results show that
the evolutionary aoproach requires significantly fewevr elements
with an appreciable decrease of error over training procedures.
An attempt is planned to design an adaptive evolutionary network
"descriptive of physic? world situptions in terms of nonlinear
inte p -o- differential equations.

Research findings ....

An algorithm for the training of nonlinear multi-threshold
networks has been proven.

A comparison was made of the abilities of evolutionary and
non-evolutionary networks to realize functions.

Publications ....

Earl E. Goý!e. "An Adaptive Network for Producing Real Functions
of Binary Inputs." Information and Control, vol. 8, no, Z (April
1965) 111-1Z.

Earl E. Gose. "A Synthesis Technique for Networ-•s Consisting of
Logical Functions Feeding a Linear Summation Element." IEEE
Transactions on Electronic Computers, (April 1965).

Anthony N. Mucciardi and Earl E. Gose. "Pattern Recognition by
Evolutionary Nonlinear Multi-Threshold Networks." Accepted for
publication, IEEE Trans. on Electronic Computers.

A. Klopf. "Evolutionary Adaptive Networks." Sept. 1,65.
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4-8. Infor'mation ReerhAssociates, Inc., Cambridge, Mass. 7",
Application of \Vidner Canonical Expansions to Bionic Systems •

Dr. Donald B. Brick

AF 49(638)- 1631 .

Objective ....

Toward the description of conditional probability com-
puters over P broad class of stochastic inputs.

*

Project summary ....

Research on. Wiener canonical expansions of Bayes' rules have
suggested a powerful class of pattern recognizing automata appli-
cable to a broad class of stochastic inputs. The automata, known
as conditional probability computers, appear to avoid the major

S~disadvantages of such computers, i.e., the tendency toward ex-
ponential growth as the number of learning samples increases.
The usefulness and limits of this approach are being explored in
the modeling of decision procedures. The valae or this approachwill be compared with other methods, for example, power series
or Edgeworth series expansion procedures.

575
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4-9. Michigan State University, Dept. of Electrical Engineering,
East Lansing, Mich.

Logical and Circuit Investigation of a Command and Coritrol

Automaton

Dr. William L. Kilmer

AF-AFOSR-- . 023-66

IObjective ....
Toward formulation of a theory of the circuit action of
"the reticular formation and a model for communication
and command and control systems.

Project summary ....

The reticular formation functions as a command and control
center par excellence. It receives relatively unrefined information
from all sensory-motor systems and from all internalhous ekeeping
systems. It processes crucial information across a broad front and
arrives at a docision which commits the entire organism in a
fraction of a second. Computer simulations are being made of a
mechamcal reticular calculus of relations approximating the output
modal behavior of the reticular formation. Recent advances in
hypothesis-making probabilistic automata and sequential decision
theory will be incorporated as suggested by simulation results and
reticular formation physiology. An attempt will be made to develop
a model which will incorporate both the economy of logical design
and the complexity of operation of the reticular formation toward
the design of complex decision-making machines.

I
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4-10. UniversityofSouthern California. Electionics Sciences Lab.,

Los Angeles, Calif.

Theory and Models of Asynchronous Automata

Dr. George A. Bekey

AF-AFOSR-1018-66

Objective ....

Toward modeling discrete adaptive-control systems
incorporating sampling and other performance char-
acteristics found in living systems.

Project summary ....

Analytic and computational tools are being developed for
modeling information transfer and control processes which appear
to occur in living systems, in terms of asynchronous automata
theory. Gradient techniques will be exam:ned and extended for
identifying unknown sampling intervals for fixed (aperiodic) and
variable (asynchronous) discrete systems. Various control strate-
gies will be studied toward the definition of criteria for, and a
description of, adaptive systems in which the sampling interval is
dependent on system performance. "uitability of the approach will
be tested for describing sampled data systems with continuous
iiiputs and outputs and multi-axis control. Design requirements for
the inclusion of stable and transient states will be tested on a
model for quadruped locomotion which is being extended from a
synchronous to an asynchronous automaton.

5'9
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4-11. System Research, Ltd., Richmond, Surrey, England

Cybernetic Investigation of Learning and Perception

Dr. Gordon Pask

AF 61(05Z)-640

Objective ....

Toward models of learning behavior in terms of a
hierarchy of processes, a hierarchy of mechanisms,
and levels of metalanguage.

Project summary ....

A learning or perceptual system is conceived as a self-organizing
system, the ordering relations being derived from interaction
between the learning organism and its environment. The essential
parts of a model for concept learning have been defined as a
hierarchy of problem-solving processes, a hierarchy of mecha-
nisms corresponding to the process hierarchy, and levels of
metalanguage with reference to an object language. Least elaborate
systems capable of learning are being demonstrated through inter-
actions between pairs of subsystems: in special cases, one. of the
subsystems may be a machine. Algorithms for describing proto-
types of the systems, particularly the interactions between levels
in the hierarchies, are being explored.

SResearch findings ....

A steady-state experimental method has been developed in
which changes due to learning in a subject (usually man) are
compensated by adaptive variations in a machine that controls the
experimental situation. The coupled man-machine system does not
leazn (even though the subject learns and the machine adapts), but
enables certain of the "stationary valued" features of the learning
process to be measured.

A6 cybernetic model for the learning process has been developed
that resembles 'models used successfully in molecular biology.
Computer simulations of some aspects of the modelin steady-state
experimental conditions disclose a distinction between "closed"
aud "open" learning.

Publication..

Gordon Pask. "Comments on an Indeterminacy that Chi'racterises
a Self-Organising System.'" E. R. Caianiello, ed., Cybernetics of
Neural Processes. Rome: Quaderini de la Ricerche Scientifico,
-I"5 2lZ-24Z.
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Gordon Pask. "A Discussion of Self Organization and Artificial
Intelligence." M. Rubinoff, ed., Advances in Computers, Vol. 5.

% New York: Academic Press, 1965, 108-ZZ7.

Gordon Pask. "Advertising as a Symbolic Game." Advertising,
Quarterly, no. 3 (1965) 55-61.

Gordon Pask. "Teaching as a Control-Engineering Process."
Control and Automation Progress. A four-part series, part I in
vol. 9, no. 79 (jan. 1965) 6-11; parts II, III, IV in Feb., March,
and April issues.

Gordon Pask. "Man/Machine Interaction in Adaptively Controlled
Experimental Conditions." Accepted for publication, Bulletin of
Mathematical Biophysics.

Gordon Pask and Richard 3. Feldmann. "Test for a Simple Learn-
ing and Perceiving Artifact." Accepted for publication, Cybernetica.

Gordon Pask and George E. Mallen. "The Method of Adaptively
Controlled Psychological Learning Experiments." Proceedings,
IFAC (Teddington) Symposium 1965 on The Theory of Self-Adaptive
Control Systems, 14-17 Sept. 1965.

Gordon Pask. "The Cybernetics of Ethical, Social, and Psycho-
l,:'ical Systems." Progress in Biocybernetics, vol. 3. Amsterdam:
Elsevier Publishing Co.. in press.

Gordon Pask. "Man as a System that Needs to Learn." S. Beer,
F. George, eds., Advances in Cybernetics. New York: Academic
Press, in press.
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4-12. University of !fashington, Dept. of Electrical Engineer-in,

Seattle. Wash.

Machine Learning for General Problem Sodving

Dr. David L. Johnson

AY-AFOSR-46S-65; AF-AFOSR-939-65

Objective ....

Toward desc.iptioti of mrnetx,,s f•r simulating .oomplex
problem solving and decision making tsko,

Project summary ....
Problem-solving routines are being formulated, particularly in

relation to-theorem proving and game learning. Various patterns of
learning are being studied, including heuristic, associational, a-ad
stztisti-;al approaches. The goal is to be able to (a) formulate
optimum problem-ssolving routines that will incorporate aspects
from the several approaches, and (b! gain an understanding of how
man and machine can interface in the performance of these tasks.

Research findings ....

A theory has been formulated for certain classes of sequential,
finite-state machines and developed for ternary application with
allowance for extension fo n-ary systems; transition constraints
in n-ary applications that have no counterpart in typical binary
problems are shown to exist.

A model has been designed for simulating the development of
mental processes in a child that enable it to interact with the
environment based on heuristics and transformation procedures
previously developed.

Publications ....

David L. Johnson and Kenneth O'Keefe. "The Application of Ternary
Memory Elements co Secondary-State Assignment." Submitted for
Bionics Symposium 1966, 3-5 May 1966.

Alistair D. C. Holden and David L. Johnson. "Simnulatior. of the
"Grow'th of Scientific Reasoning in the Child." Submitted for Biorics

A Symposium 1966, 3-5 May 1966.
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A All

S- r aedm 5. ~'~ ae udal A 2/

Language consists of groups of symbols arrangced according to
a set of rules. Viewed this way, "language" include3 both the
languages people speak and all synthetic symbol systems. So
language is viewed in this task.

Language is a tool. It is a device for representation. Informa-
tion science is concerned with its use for representing concepts,
relatioiships among cr.n-epts, models for automata, and instruc-
tions for information proc-essing devices.

Natural language has proved tractable with difficulty. Structure
j =or syntax has been amenable to modeling, but the number of

grammatically correct sentences that can be meaningless is, ior
practical purposes, infinite. Major emphasis is now on semantics,
to elicit rules for recognizing meaning and generating meaningful
"sentences. Research on natural language was originally sponsored
(not by AFOSR) to develop procedures for machine translation. It is
believed that disenchantment with work to date is premature. The

V: - solution of hard problems merely takes more tirme. Machine pro-
r 'duction of translations, indexe3, and abstracts, and other machine

manipulations of natural language text are requirements if achiev-
able, becau3e man's capacity to assimilate bits of information is
limited. As document volhune increases, automatic methods that
intelligently select the significant bits appear mandantory for
efficient handling of information. Results are siow in coming be-
cau-se the data base is large (see Section Z), iarge-scaie projects
"are expensive, and perhaps creative ideas are few. The results we
have, however, do not suggest impossibilitý,.

:Work on synthetic or artificial languages can be roughly sub-
di,-ided into wr.rk on machine and programming languages and work
on languages for representing concepts and procedures simulating
intelligent processes. The Directorate program has not included
"much programming lai.guage research. This research receives othersponworship, an appreciable amount from hardware manufacturers,

"•sine software packages are important to computer sales. An area of
A_- Dir,ctorateaeseinterest is in translators and compilers which makeDmahines ace to non-programmer scientist and manager

Languages for game playing and theorem proving suggest ap-
"proaches to the representation and association of concepts that may

be approximations to characterizing thought processes (see Sec-
tion 4). Considerable progress has been made, some under AFOSR
sponsorship, on languages for problem-solving procedures. Enough
may now be ktiown about some languages for automata to permit
generalizations or, useful procedures that can be accomplished on
coinputers (see Section 6).

65 ý
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S5-1 Bunker-Ramo Corb,, Language Analysis and Translation

A_' Group, Canoga Park, Calif.

Inductive Methods in Language Analysis

Dr. Paul L. Garvin

AF 49(638)-1516

Objective ...

Toward specification of a description o natural language
in terms amenable to computer processing for indexing,
abstracing, and translation.

Project summary ...

Linguistic analysis is viewed as essentially an inductive process.
Attempts are being made to derive a list!ng of elements and a set of
statements both from an examination of t2he responses of i7formants
and from the study of text. Both sources of data are expected to
show regularly recurrent elements of different types and orders of
comI:exity. Through classification of the elements and statement
of their conditions of distrilh,_tion, i.e., patterns of co-occurrence,
an inductive description of language is being formulated. The
inductively ascertained units and relations are being verified by
computer routines.

Research findings ...

A pilot study of an inductive methodology for semantic analysis,
called predication typing, showed tlie feasibility of using the para-
phrasing technique to claasify semantic content in large natural
language corpuses.

Publica.4ions ...

Paul L. Garvin. "Computer Processing and Cultural Datra: Problems
41- of Method," in Del Hyrnes, ed., The Use of Computers in Anthro-

pology. The Hague: Mouten and Co., 1965, 119-139.

Paul L. Garvin, Jocelyn Brewer, and Madeleine Mathiot. "Predi-
cation Typing: A Pilot Study in Semantic Analysis." Accepted for
publication, UCLA Language Monograph Series.
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5-2. Un.'ersity Of Calforna, Center for Research in Languages

and Li,-uistics, Los A,•geles, Calif.

Studies in Mathematical and Computational Linguistics for

Language Research

Dr. Harold P. Edmundson

t• F-AFOSR-612-64; AF-AFOSR-612-65 
4

Objective...

Toward evaluation of mathematical and comput.tional

linguistics for machine processing of natural language
data.

Project summaly ...

An exanination is being made of the fundamental concepts of

Srnat -ýnatical and computational linguistics and the relationships

of these concepts to the various needs of language, data processing

(i.e., language analysis, abstracting, indexing, and translation).

Concepts in matheynatical logic, algebra, geometry, and statistics

are being considered. A study is planned of computer routines and

programs, including general-purpose routines for search, sort,

lookup, and frequency; 5pecial routine for parsing, segmnntation,

P-id idioms; and programs for dictionary, thesaurus, and concord-

ance compilation. The relative roles of theoretical linguistic modiels

and empirical language data will be examined.

I-
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a%• • • 5-3. Case InStitute of Technology, Systems Research Center,
Cleveland, Ohio

Formal Descriptions for Recognition, Learning, and Concept
Formation

Dr. Ranan B. Banerji

AF-AFOSR- 125-65

Objective

Toward description and efficient programming of such
aspects of intelligent activity as recognition, learning,
and concept formation.

Project summary ...

.Formalisms are being developed for the generation of concepts,
"inchIding concepts learned from a systematizatior of experience,
i.e., internally generated. Refinements in a language based on the
predicate calculus are being examined for expressing recognition,
learning, and concept formation. A subclass of context-free
languages (the finitely representable) is being extended to include
simply unhourded languages whose derivations may, but need not,
contain strings with an unbounded number of non-terminal symbols.
A hierarchy of languages beyond the simply unbounded will be
investigated. Determination of the efficiencies of several concept-
formation program simulations is planned.

Research findings ...

A program was d e v e 1o p e d for playing a significantly strong
Qubic (three dimensional Tic-Tac-Toe) game based on the concept
ot "forcing states" rather than the usual intermediate evaluation
minirnax technique.

A small description language was developed for describing
forcing states in a large class of board games (Tic-Tac-Toe,
Qubic, Go-Moku, Bridge-it, and Hex).

The elements of a formal model for translation between related
context-free languages have been defined which enable the coln-
struction of efficient machine language programs from arithmetic
expressions of Algol-like languages.

I

Publications

Jc Ranan B. Banerji. "Toward a Formal Language for Describing

Object Classes." Proceedings;, Second Congress on ti-e Informa-
tion System Sciences, Hot Springs, Va., 22-25 Nov. 1964. Wash-
ington, D.C.: Spartan Books, Inc., 1965, 451-7.
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Ronald L. Citrenbaum. "The Concept of Strategy and Its Applica- ¥:•V
tion to Three Dimension Tic- Tac- Toe. Rept. No.SRC 72-A-65--Z6.
1965.

James Mv. Sneaiker. "A• Generalized Program for Information
Retrieval." Rept. No. SRC 77-A-65-29. 1965.

Robert Fiellman. "Computer Solution for Cryptograms andSt a sA l
Ciphers." Rept. No. SRC 8S-A-65-32. 1965.

James M. Snediker. "A Self-Organizing Program for Describing

Concepts." Pr g, ACM 65, 20th National Conference,
Cleveland, Ohio,24-26 Aug. 1965, p. 101.

Elmer C. Milliken, Jr. "A Language for Class Description and
Its Processor." Proceedings, ACM 65 as above,"p. 77.

Edward G. Altman and Ranan B. Banerji. "Problems of Finite

Representability.." Information and Control, vol. 8 (June 1965) Z51.

wA 6
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o•! • ~5-4. C onn e cti c ut College for women, Dept. of Philosophy, New
S: London, Conn.
''• A Study of Certain Philosophical Intrusions into Current
!I i Linguistic Theory

: ~AF-AFOSR-787- 65; AF-AFOSR- 787- 6.

]• Dr. Alice Koller

•:• Objective ...

•: Toward exposing and discussing philosophical positions
S~on philosophical issues being used by linguistic theorists.

A Project summnary ...

This is an analysis by a philosopher of the implicit use being
made of philosophical positions in the current development of
theories and hypotheses about language. It is anticipated that this
examination will elucidate the concepts and interrelationships
among concepts constituting basic problem areas in linguistic re-
search, and will aid clarification of basic concepts in the evolu-
tion of a philosophy of language.

R esecarch findings..

An examination of topics (currently numbering 115) which make
implicit use of certain philosophical positions on certain philosophi-
cal issues found in the writings of linguists and others interested
in developing theories and hypotheses about language show branch-
ings from a f ew central beliefs about: the kind of science linguistics
is, the nature of its subject matter, and the nature of meaning.

-v~
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5-5. Istituto Documentazione Associazione Meccanica Italiana __

(WDA MI), Milan, Italy

i Automatic English Sentence Analysis f•

Mr. Ernst von Glasersfeld and Dr. -ing. Paoic Terzi

AF-EOAR-64-54; AF-EOAR-65-76

Objective ...

Toward specification of a procedure for analysis of the
syntactic and semantic content of natural language for
automatic processing uf text.

Project summary ...

A language analysis procedure is being developed which in-
corporates examination of semantic as well as syntactic factors,
for use in real-time operations. The approach identifies these
factors by means of a correlation structure, a hierarchic system
which accounts for both the meaning of individual words and the
relations by which they are linked. Correlators, the linguistic
expressions by which relations are specified, are being enumerated
a nd classified as to use. The feasibility will be explored of an
approach which dp.-inds on the isolation and classification of
weights of semantic factors for machine analysis of sentences
and translations. Geometric and mathematical representations of
the correlation structure are also being formulated for reducing
search operations to predictably possible relationship patterns.
The applicability of nomographic theory to language analysis is
being investigated.

Research findings ...

In the second phase of studying the relational analysis of prepo-
sitions, limiting the analysis by means of the criterion of constant
determinate output in other languages has proved a valuable tool
in practice and for semantic theory.

The Multistore procedure has been refined, particularly with
respect to the combination rules that govern the formation of
correlations and the reclassification rules and subroutines. The1: logical program for the procedure was completed and is being
programmed for the GE-4Z5.

Publication-s ... . -

Ernst von Glasersfeld, Pier Paolo Pisani, and Jehane Burns. t
" 'Multistore'- A Procedure for Correlational Analysis." Rept.
No. ILRS-TIO, 650120, Jan. 1965.
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Ernst von Glasersfeld. "Toward the Antomatic Analysis of
Language: Multistore - A Procedure for English Correlational
Analysis." Automazione e Automatisinii, voil, 9, r~o, Z (March-
April 1965) 5-Z8.

Ernst von Glasersfeld and PaolD Terzi. "Autoratic English
Sentence Analysis. Part I. Research of the Linguistics Group.
Part H. Research cf the Mathematics Group." A.?-EOAR-64-54,
Final Rept., No. ILRS-TiI. 650630, June 1965.

Ernst von Glasersfeld. "An Approaoh to the Sernantics of Prcpo~i-
tions." Paper presented at the Sympositun on Computer-Related
Semantic Analysis, Las Vegas. Nev., 3-S Dec. 1965.

Jehane Burns. "English Prepositions in Machine Translation."
Beitge zur Sprachkuztde und Informationsverarbeitung, .rol. 2,
no. 7 (Dec. 1965); also Rept. No. ILRS-T9, Jar.. 1965.

Franco Rusconi and Paolo Terzi. "The Hierarchy oi Mental Rela-
tions as Expressed in Language." Paper for presentation at a
Conference of the Istituto Lomnbardo di Scienze e Lettere: Milar.
Staly, Jan. 1966.

Paolo Terzi. "A Mathematical Representation of Language."
Paper for presentation at the Conference cited above.

7
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5-6. Lehigh University, Center for the Info r mflat ion Sciences,r 5-6. Bethlehem, Pa.

Computational, Phonological and Morphological Linguistics
and P -'trieval Studies

V Mr. Robert S. Taylor; Dr. A. F. Brown; Dr. Donald J. Hillman

AF-AFOSR- 724- 65

For Objectives and Project summary of current research, see
Lehigh University (R. S. Taylor), AF-AFOSR-724-66

Lehigh (Jnive2sity (D. J. Hillman., AF-AFOSR-10Z8-66

Research findings ...

A netw,-rk o! subject-heading relationsbips for metallurgy is
nearing completion and will be combined with tables of contents
and similar information for a programmed learning display system.

Ai'n initial 3tuey of the question-asking process has been made
as the first step in an analysis of refetance negotiations.

Publications.

Donald J. Hillzran. "Computational, Phonological andMorphological
Linguistics and Retrieval Studies. Rept. No. 1. Grammars and
Text Analysis." Z3 Aug. 1965j

C. E. Rieber. "-Nn Analysis of Questions and An-we-s in Libr)ries."
I ý y~ rztio
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5-7. University of Michigan, Communnicationi Sciences La~b., Ann
Arbor, Mich.

Gramma~tica1 Aýnalysis of Spoken Langu~age

Dr. June E., Shoup

AF-ýAXOSR-Z21264

objective ...

Toward development of a s~ymbolic. representation of
-grarr~rnat-Acal zti-uctu-es in r.poken Ian-,"-ge and -- gram-

matical in~terpretation foý the prosodles of speech.

Project surnmary

-11Three probterns in 1- e grarnrntieal anallysis of qpo!ken language
are being 1nvestiga.-trd: ide~ntificzbtion of the basic units of gram.mar
leading toward rrn axioivoatic sysem frr ararnniatical !ýýructuras;
d,9voloprnent ef a symbolic dascript tior ior the grammatical struc -

tures; and formulation of a &raromatica., interpretation of the
* prosodies of speclh. ;Qrtic*Ularly of American Erglish.

Reseawch findin~gs

A-n exp irme.-nt:0 hahnqu i& beer 60veloped for invastiAgating
- the prosodies cd speech, b-y which phoreytic. infor.natiorn may b-,

elimineted fz-om the speech :;ignali w.hi!B r~atairinz the prosodic
iifurxniaion. Funlam nrtal voice (freqpency xnzay- be retainied or ex--

- ~chided as desiived.

- A ~for..aLT is :beizig det-rloped for te ~ietailed d scriptio fpr
of the phonology of % language. spe-cifically Frenech vetrbs.

Mizhael Hf. VNMalley and Gorrdon Z. Paterson. "An Experimnenttal
Method for Prosodic Analysis."' Sub=ýZted to Phozetica.

Andre- ?ierre ~engutxel, "Gen~eratior'. of: Ver;bal Forms~ in French."
Sýubrzittled to iaznumage.

I7



5-8. University of Michigan, Dept. of Mathematics, Ann Arbor,

Mich.

Automatic Programming

Dr. Bernard A. Galler

AF-AFOSR-1017-66

Objectine ...

Z Toward -- stematic analysis and description of program-
mifig lar-guages.

LI Project summary

VZ Automatic programming concepts and tchniques are being
L, an'ilyzed for systematic presentation. The analysis wi~l include

exarnination cf -the applic ation of symbolic logic to language struc-
t- ture. Consequences suggested by the analysis will be e.xplore,.

e.g., the automatic g-eneration of translators for artifical languages;
ability to charge the definition of the language being trafislated,
""even during the translation; and possibilities of redefining opera-
tions and modes of arithmetic in procedure-oriented computer
lan•guages.

7



5-9. New York Reseazrchz Group, Inc., New York, N.Y,

Analysis of Structi~res of Hurnan Commu.aication Systems

Dr. Frederic T. Sommers, Mr. David Rothenberg, and Mr.
D avid MS. Mas-;ie

AF-AFOSR-881-655; AF 49 (638)-

objective ...

Toward measures for the "information capacity" of a
language and methods for the efficient encoding of in-
formation. in communications.

Project Eummary..

Models exhibititig similarities of structure are being developed
for describing ifIZormaU4Do-x transmission in two modes of corn-
munication, language and inusiez The model which eesccibes the
perafption of rnusic is concerned with such syntactic and semantic

probemsas ~reevedsimilarities of for-i, logical structure,
"Iinformation. contentl," 2nd Irxn-aning." New combinatorial tech-
niques arce being !o zrvýated tc' compule pre,ýicticns pertaining to

thie perccptinn of tmaes in their mnuscal context. The predictions
will be lremifie,4- exp-ekimnentally. A method of adapcing a tree theory

to cmpteranalysis of se-mantic structure fragvnsto
pvedicates wiji l-e appliedl to an examnination. of the minimization of
ser~antic structure in ordinary usage, a problem related to maxi-

* mal efficiencv in the use of language.

Research findings .

New combinatorial t6chniques and a mathernatical model have
been developed for the perception~ of tonies in context which provide
predictions suitable for experimental vnlidation.

Among results of study of the imnplications of the semantic
structzirke of ordinary language described by the "tree theory" for
certain formal systems, it has been shown that semantic distinc-
tion~s can be introduced formally into formalized ariihmctie, and a
new intirprc-tatiori of G~del's incompleteness theorem (19311 re-

til' .3 Uich is significantly different; it has been shown that
forrnali:ýed arithmetic may be corsidered both complete and con-
sistent, but semantically incomplete.

Publications

David Rothenbers. "A Mat~imaticdi X-codel, for Meaouvremernt ;kr.d
Glassification of Couiteymt-Embedded Stimuli." man aruscrixpt.

Fredieric T. Siommer.,. "On a Fregean Dogma." ?ioceerhirngs,
lnt-trnationa' Colloquiumn on the Philcbophy of Scien';e, London,
Eznqland, 11-16 Julty 1165.
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5-10. RCA Labs., David Sarnoff Research Center, Princeton, N.J.

Automatic Theory Formation and Relative Complexity of
Programs-

Dr. Saul Amarel

AF 49(638)-1184

Objective ...

Toward development of a c.-nceptual framework for
ordering problem types and their corresponding
problem-solving schemata.

Project summary ...

A general rationale for theory formation strategies is being
developed through the mathematical representation and evaluation of
general features of problem-solving procedures disclosed from
analysis of a variety of problem-solving tasks. A theory forma-
tion system has been formulated which includes a language for
expressing the structure of computer programs under formation,
an evaluation procedure for candidate programs, and a strategy Of
formation. Results suggest a broad hierarchy of problem types;
study of the relationships between different problem types in the
hierarchy indicates that by increasing the power of representations,
a given problem may be made to move down in the hierarchy.
Study of theoretical approaches to the notion of relative complexity
of computer programs that are input-output equivalent is explor-
ing the space of formable programs and the feasibility of develop-
ing a general theory of program translation.

Research findings

In the automatic program formation problem, syntactic and
semantic bases have been obtained for representations which pro-
vide a precise and fruitful notation of program space; formation
strategies are now interpreted and problem-solving procedures
that direct searches in this space.

Studies of problem-solving procedures of the reduction type
within logical systems of natural inference for a wide range of
problems (theorem proving. syntactic analysis, transportation
scheduling, domino covering, question-answering over pictorial
date have shown that the relative power of a solution procedure

S. strongly depends cn the representation of solution space.

A mor2 satisfact.ry definition of relative program complexity
was developed, based on the existence of birudimentary isomor-
phisms between computation sets, which effects a strict distinction
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between a machine -.nd its simulation on a universal machine in
"several cases.

ii •Publications

j'• Saul Amarel. "Languages of Representation in Froblem-Solving
Procedures of the Formation Type." Paper presented at Symposium
on Logic, Computability and Automata, Oriskany, N.Y., 25-27 Aug.
1965.

Saul Annarel. "An Approach to Heuristic Problem Solving and
"Theorem Proving in the Propesitional Calculus." Proceedings,
Conference on Computer Science and Systems, University of Western
Ontario, Canada, 9-10 Sept. 1965.

Saul Amarel. "Problem Solving Procedures for Efficient Syntactic
Analysis," Proceedings, ACM 65, 20th National Conference, Cleve-

K land, Ohio, 24-26 Aug. 1965.

Francis P. Larkin. "Complexity in Program Translation." Paper
presented at Symposium on Logic, Computability and Automata,
Oriskany, N.Y., 25-27 Aug. 1965.

Robert 0. Winder. "An Evaluation of Heuristics for Threshold
Function Test-Synthesis." To be submitted, Journal of SIAM.
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5-11. Sta nford University, Inst,.for Alatheinatical Studies in the 4
Social Sciences, Stanford, Cali

A Theory of Computer Languages

Dr. Andrzej Ehronfeucht

AF-AFOSR-1004-66

S~objective ...
ObjeToward design and implementation of machine

languages that can be readily read and interpreted by
humnen users.

Pr'gject summary ...

An examination is being made oý the structur. and usefulnesi of
languages ranging from those of Algol-like generality to those of

I, :.kchine-language specificity. An attempt is being made to develop
a theory of languages for describing computationml processes and
the organization of computations that can be employed in the design
and implementation of man-manipulable machine languages. Appl.i-
cationi: of the tbeory'will be sought to the formulation of useful
procedures in such areas as mechanical theorem proving.

t
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4-l 5-12. ffestiywghvvs'e Electric iCorp., Baltimore, Md..

Syntax Oriented Translators for Language!Use:" Interfaces
Contract AF 49(6381-1452

ý-I- Mr. Peter Z. Ingerman*

t•,:Objective..

Toward specifi4cation of a syntax- oriented translater
to facilitate the writing of computer programs. b) in-

1ý0, experieýnced us ers.

project summary ...

SLanguage definition scherres are being explored ior increasing
S~both grammar and vocabulary flexibilities within the constraints

•-. of exi'•ing synthetic machine languages to make them adaptable to
i- changes in problem definition and user requirements. The syntax-

oriented translator will allow a language to specily changes to itself

in its owvn language, (T"he cap~ability of instructing the translator in
the same languace that it knows how to translate is characteristic

of unstratified languages, exemplified by natural languages and by
severa. assembly programs for extant machines).

Research findings ...

A syntax-oriented translator of sufficient generality has been
specified for use in translating from most of the higher-level pro-

gramming languages calrrently in use to an assembly-type inter-
mediate language.

An assembly-type lcnguage was developed which can serve not

only as the target for the syntax-or;.ented translator, but can also
be used in its own right both as an assembly language and as one
possible solutioiý to the reprogramming problem.

Publications s ...

Peter Z. ingerman and M. L. Grahamd "A Universal Assemblyn
".-..t Mapping Lamguage," in Proceedings of the w0th National Meeting

of the Associa ticng Machinery, 1965, pp. 409-421.

Marvin L. Graham and Peter Z. Ingerman. "An Assembly Language
for Reprograngming." Communications of the ACM, vol. 8, no. 12

(Dec. 65) 769-774.
APeter Z Ingerman. ASyntax-tOriented Translator. To be published,e

A Academic Press, 1966.-
sPresent address: Radio Coro. of Amerlta, Electronm c Data Prfcessing, Blog. 204-2,

.,•.zCamden, N.J. 08101
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Correlation indices of the word "HE":

I NI N2 Ml M2

203 218 421 203 218 421

204 219 473 204 219 473 i -

205 220 205 220

207 223 207

208 225 208

209 536 209

213 603 213

4.9 215 605 215

216 609 216

217 611 217

613

o El E2 Fl F2

003 045 014

007 049 031

014 057 044

019 059 077

029 075

031 079

032 080

"036 084

041. 086

044 092

098

From reference 3, project 5-5.
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!•Most of the studies in this task cocr eeomnsin sm

bolic logic. We were not. thinking of the new mathematics called
f( Jfor by von Neumann to describe intelligent activities when we
•]•eetablished the task. Our sponsored projects in multi -valued logics
•'-•';increasingly siggest this as a possible route. Since the McCulloch-
°J ~Pitts logical calculas of 1943, procedures have been sought for "

:•( expressing such "ideas immanent in nervous activity" as learning

and recognition and the ability of automnata to function reliably unrder i
•.• duress, with unreliable components, and with incomplete informna-

tion. Space flight and hostile environments now impose require-
ments on logical elements of adaptation and self-repair.

Automata theory is another route for building intelligent sys-
S%• •terns. The use of algebraic methods to describe the 'Language and
-•- behavior of automata may lead to machines that are both funda-

"" tmental and behaviori sti cally simple, Combinatorial algebras may
•:• give useful models for information retrieval systems. Techniques
• ; . •for simplifying proof procedures offer possibilities of eliminating
i • exhaustive enumerations that are time consuming and can exceed

machine capacities. Questions concerning algorithmic unsolvability
and other problerns in recursive function theory (the theory of

S~computability) are amplifying notions of constructibility, decid-
~ability, consistency, and completeness.

r~l The logic models supply formal approaches that can be applied
to problems in the structuring and processing of information and

A '~Language. The precise aescriptions of automata are models of
realizable networks and define bounds on their performance.
Automata are beginning to be assessed for the solution of natural

S~language problems. However, it is expected that applications to
S~information problems will aw'ait further examination of such
S~questions as complexity, equivalence, an~l the behavior of automata

S, 1 with and without restrictions on time and space.

44
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~ CfZ;VjZ,~! Lg~g~ $esearch Unit7, Cailr-dMf England

A ut.l g Irform-.,tion Strtccurh.-g

-' *r £Ldv'rnd 'V'. 5-atini

Ar -EOA(-h -4 -7

Tt~wrd eprt v~ati~i-f hiera-,:hic a:k-d dyn~ami-ý fea-
t-re3 of V~rysic-A xrn2ormation systernxs and Ihe control

F;-ject i ý.m -mF .

i't ',. contr-3 -vst:-n~ m, cdel is k-eing stnidied in whi6ch Bow and
~ ~)*r~'tt~an, --,riheA :ý'y a f-Y ýpn systemn

of di~ c,-ee ý -3,,-ss -capoht, I, r-pz ealmtnng . con~jruUNIa. Valitiitv
ci tI'o- moefnl~ ý% hi-ig exa.ii:'.iid ;,n Cýpplirc;tic-ns tc the beha-;z'r o~f

oý :ýum~eric -I v ~~-r tn~he bro-rwe-,lan ce~iver i.e.. a progretAtve
determinali on u.i' tl'm iutvokvr-s a -. 4dua) introc~uctin of
contip2gencyr ;w-. vb$, 4.. of y'liyica~iy irkerpr-ýtable values. Study
ii- pl;,Linedi C Zile ric?.t'i sy-mety znd the prirtciple .)f di6-
cretenass. f't hierarchŽic 2t wjit'res, A c-ircept' of structuŽral. irffor-
rnation w.1l ZZ L9rii,. fed --.ýresniinr haracterir~ticc, of ms~s-
sages.

Research findings

The hierarchy algt-bra previouily deacr,:h,ýI as Le-nforrnali-ýd
*as a diorcrirmination systari in which a malhematicaI structure. i.3

deduced from the requiremnent that a set of elements ,.e able to
exnOan~ rd thus generate itsZ!f through a process w~hereby one
eln.-nent di~crixminates Amrong ot~ier elnmer~te already ini existence.

A phy~tical applIcation of the dV-scriminiation has been de-
s iribed.

X- E,£ W. Bastin, "A Calculus for a Bootstrap Dynat-cic." Seminar
paper, King's College, Univeroity of Lond:sn. J~n. 1*9,. f

J. C. An-rsonandA. F. Parker-Rhodes.. IEssenti;;Uly Fini~c Chaiw'."
Sept. l9,&5.
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6-.City College, City University of New York;, Dept. of Philos- -
6-.ophy, N'.Av.

Automata Theory and Finite-Statte Machines

Dr. Richard C. 5effrey

AF-AFOSR-5Z',ý.65

Objective

Toward charact~rizanti)n cf'zhe inforr ~tiors flow in. and
behavicr of finite-state rn-trawýes ý,s pan~digrs of, multi-
inpzit/rn-Ki -output switc.hing r.,-ts.

2rojcct sutrmEV-W'

Stuey is ncteisdis,g 1' new thyir, -y o! finite -state tranmiormations 4

vwhic:h characterizer th tcr-ninal bchav'o-- .,- finite-state rnachjnes
and pruvides a rnet'wod f-ri &vnthexiizing iniplest machines with a
given te-mina!. beibavi.3r. B~y trivwng 5inite-stati automnata a, linear
arrays of ide)O.kal c-,rnbinmAorial m2tet bet-.-een which information

flows in cr~3'y one d-,re,-on, iresiclts ar6 iOeing extended to nets of

iD sought fzr a generzdizrti6i of tihe notion of index for each n.
Stuiy is plzniýd for n 1 with inform4Zisan flow in two directions.

R S ea ,chfdi

Kes.-ults focu-ztd on inductive logic viewed as a critique of the
belief Ai'nction. (niabjec~tive probability measure) and on ethics
viewed ae ý, critiqve of the desirability function (utility function)
vere basically philco-iz>ical. +3

Onc Viiaciypal theeis wa.A th?-t the "principle of induction" ig,
in fact, eiý%,ej plat~tudinows ,?r false in all. oi its e>Listing fortatola-
tiens: prelirn diary rsult. wzro obtained an interpersonai corn-

"a~oll ot-tility-

Pu2'ications
Richard 2.e efry. Tha Logic of Decisicn. Nzw Yor,-i MeG~-.w-
Hl~l1 Book Co., Inc. I-j'T
Rizvhard. C. Jeffril.. "N!.w ý?o-,.uations frr Bave;;,ar Decision
fT½ec-ly. O Proc-edirmb, !)96,1 inte.rn&tional Z~tngr-iba t-vr L.cgic,
1Methoczdcogy and Ph,1;',piiopy of St.tence, Jertusa~nx. Diraol, 76

2u - v5 pt. 1?64. .A-r teirdam: North-Hlloand ?u~blishizg Go.,

:P.ichari C. .ýffi-ey. "Remnarks on Inrlucti,.e Logic." Prceiý
Irntcrýrjýkiii.al n ý1lcT~i~w -n the Pkilo.sophy Uf Science, ton-3or,,

I In
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6-3. General Precision, Inc., Librascupe Group, Glh.hlc, GlI.

Abstract ,Machines Based 022 Association Mechanisms

Mr. Richard F. Reiss

•. •'tr 49(638)- 1236

S~O,•j•cti~e ....

Toward est,!i-.r.;heni_ of a fundamentai framework and
axiormatic scheme based -or, association mechanisms for
analyzing whole-eystem s'ructures.

Prgject summary ....

Study is directed to a formal postulation.- ejaboration of rb-
.5tract machines and analyses of iheir behavior in the light o! all
suggestive notiows 4eriv;4ble from varicus association x.ieehani!ms.
"(The modern development of associetion theory incorporates jaws

V proposing to explain the highest le-'els of conscious thought proc-
etses in terms of a few" machinistic forces operating on discrete
entities, and a s.,ýt oi secondary laws anE processes which are
believed to describe fundamental principles capable of being di-
rectly related to data processing functions). TIree bas-: mecha-
nistic aspects aze being studied: (a) the sensory, concerning the
interrelatione oi sensory tokens and their perform'ance as a whole:
(b) attention, relating to ch. ad~mission, selection, and ejection of
"tokens at several levels. and (c) motor, relating to the ability to
adjust to, manipulate, and act on the eu±vironment.

Research findings ....

An abstrac. fo.rnal syste:n intended for constructinS psc-!,.a-
logical therlies, particularly association theories, has been de-
scribed based on tho ziotion of finite set functions and incorporating
scine of the concepts used in 3equential machine theory.

Publication .

Richard F. Rebs. "An Axiomatic ConceptuaL -rraniw.•rk Cor
t~sn:iatinn Theory." F:nal rept., Dec. 1965.

13.
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S6-1-;0. Hvghe~s Aircrotl Co., P~ia Pjeessi-%v Product.s Di.).. Fuller- •!

tOn, Cah;,i

•i Af.p~icaC.on.s of Coi-,-:•inatoral A.gvetra and Recursive Functiof-•
S~~Theory t.- Informeti.-Xn -Sci-ences •"•

• ~Dr. Fra.*k B. Carnonito-A!: 49(638)-1643

•, Objective ....

Toward systematizing the assignment of descriptors iPn

S~hierarchic structures, and developing adequate and effi-
cient computer realizable algorithms for processing

•: information.

SProject sum'mary ..

S~Some semigroups Which are finit.e stmilattices reflect some of
i• the basic abstract structural features of a library. In particular,

the information -retrieval problem• is related to the "w~ord problem"
in this mathematical model. Al,'hoagh The aord probolem• for finite
structures is trivially solvable, and rea•listic cons idreyation. is
limited to only finite subsets of the set of words, :,.?estions remaain

S~on the efficiency of the general algorithm and tnu adequae-y of the
i ~model. Study in combinatorial algebra will be extended toward the

design and simulation of a model combinatorial information re,
trieval (CIR) systemn. A procedure for c-btairni." solutions ior

Ssystems possessing some degree of freedom in the sense that a.11
Sinquiries processed do not end at the same general verrnin•us %ý.ll
.• e examined. Methods of implementing the CIR-. will be &xplq:ýerl.
S~At, alternative approach will also be studied to producing truly
Suinpredxctable sequences in the sense of recursivi-- fLt-iction theory
S~(i.e., not Turing predictable).

iii
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6-5. Illinois Institite of TechAo%'gy Research institute, Chicago.
A--i

Theorem Provir.g by Computer

Mr. Bruce Kallick

AF 49(638)-1453

Objective ....

Toward the development of problem-solving technizues
that machines can process efiiciently,

Project summcry ....

For machine recognition of the not.ior of pr&,f, algeirith;-nic
procedures must provide a translation -'oni naturb- lzngvage ito
a formal language, 'id formal rulis •,',hning what ' nca:t by t
proof. In prt.dicate calculus proof r.rocedures,. e •l•usz:ve enutera-
tion is a crucial weakness. Tfhin Froject has exa,-a'neu the apprc:enh
of expressing the denial of t>,- thecý-em to be prove6 as a prefix
formula of predicate calcuus ind t•tn g-ner;:!.t',, an '.nonsistent
get of instances of th-s fovm,ila.

Researcht fi~i#~r•.. .

'.& hsyi•:i ,-.i.. wis developed to increasc thB eLicienc, of
-ht. ".'eit.V4.. ro,-'urc which incorporates !eatures of Friedmants

;,lgrithn. with tho.,e -A .. refutation procedure based on J. A.
kobins:5's resolhti=n T.r:nc-ple.

Tbr,-e pr.cx=,ares h-eit been desczribed w.'ich decide the same
classe.- of krm:ulzi" A4s .Friedman's procedure, but rnore, efficientlyý
a fou:-th rroce-,u-e dc(.,ia formulas in a certair subclass of the
AF,& pvefbc clasz.

B,-xce Rall-:k. "'Dec-';mn .rm•=dur,: Based *n the Resolution
M,ýthod." SubrrAtted i ) Jo• rtIA of thA NCM,

Si•zu.,.! Xal•€i., "The r m-Proving By Cromputzr." Final Rept.,
AF 49t63J-1I' _, J•' .96-1. ±Aept. No. IIT11J:G608-5. AD 611 815.

gMW
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6-6. University of Illinois, Biological Computer Lab., Urbana, Ill.
In:formation. Comrmunication, Many-Valued Logic, and Meaning

Dv. Gotthard Gunther Ila

AY ..A-eC.SR-480- 6A

Objective ....
Toward speý:ification of a many-valued logic to describe
-ystems having the capacities of intelligence, self-
reflection, and evolution.

Project summary ....
Trans-classical (many-valued) logic is being expired as a

Oistrbution order ir. which two-valued systems can spread as
logi-.al units over an enlarged range of inference, based on morpho-
grammatic (value-sequence) configurations. A hologrammatic
theory of logic is being developed which incorporates distinctions
of protogrammatic (place occupancy) and heterogrammatic (dif-
ferent symbol) structure and "core" and "frame" distinctions
within the morphograms. The logic can thus account for both the
duality of the two classical values (positive and negative) and the
duality of acceptance and rejection, and the existence of complex
orders of two-valued systems so that a rejection value in one may

It simultaneously have the character of an acceptance value in an-
other.

.- e-earch findings ....

A new concept of structure, introduced with the idea of the
miorphograrn in 1962, has been extended and completed by showing
that morphograms are parts of a more comprehensive "kenogram-
matic" structure with three subdivisions.

A method has been found for reducing the large number of
logical constants in many-valued systems which range upward
from 10150 to manageable proportions for computer operations.

A theory of designation for rn-valued systems (m > 2) has been
developed.

Publications ....

Gotthard Gunther. ':Nicht-Aristotelische Logik und das Problem
der Mehrwertigkeit." To be published in Sprache im Technischen
Zeitalter.

Gotthard Gunther. "Time, Timeless Logic and Self-Referential
Syrnems," Proceedings, N.Y. Academy of Sciences Symposium on
Interdisciplinary Perspectives of Time, 17-19 Jan. 1966.

Gotthard Gunther. "Cybernetics and the Transition from Classic
to Trans-Classic Logic." Submitted for publication.
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6-7. LFE Electronics, Boston, Mass.

Entropy Concepts in Complex Systems

4 Mr. Jerome Rothstein

"AF 49(638)-1450

Objective ....

Toward analysis of the entropy concept in connection
with descriptions of organization and information flow in
physical systems.

Project summary ....

Similarity in mathematical .orm of the statistical entropy of
physics to the quantitative measure of information derived from
commu:nication theory has led to use of this concept in descriptions
of phenomena pertaining to organization and information flow in
physical systems. This study is examining use of the entropy
concept to explain the nonpredictability of the behavior of a "well-
informed heat engine," i.e., an automaton whose specific behavior
depends on input or information acquired from the environment in
which it interacts. An operational definition is sought for the notion
of a physical concept as a pattern in terms of information and
organization functions and semantic content.

Research findings ....

A proof was found that noncomputable behavior can be realized
by an automaton, and arguments have been devised to make intelli-
gent behaviors a subclass of noncomputable behavior.

Publications ....

Jerome Rothstein. "Intelligence and Non-Computability." Paper
presented at Symposium on Logic, Computability and Automata,
Oriskany, N.Y., 25-27 Aug. 1965.
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6-8. Weze York University, Dept. of MtmtIcsNw ok, 1.

The Existence and Use af Algorithms

Dr. Martin D. Davis and D?:. Hilary Fut.iam

AF-AFOSR-995- 66

For description, see Yeshiva University, AF-AFOSR-345-65
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6-9. Univernity of Reclzester, Dept. of Mathematzcs, Rochester,
N. Y.

Logic for Self-Adiapting Automatai and Univei-sal Elemenets

-'A Dr. John F. Randolph

jAF-AFOSR-481-65; AF-AFOSR-481-66

Objective...

Toward design of networks and devices capable of
adaptation and self-repair and reliable performance for
unmanned and hoetile environments.

Projec' summary ....

This is a study of the design of logic elemenie capable of
adaptation or reorganization. An algorithm is being developed for
constructing an adaptive network which will yield the "simplest"

* net when many components are involved. Probabiiistic logics oi
equivalence classes are being examined in an effort to identify
inaximal (piobabilistically reliable) elements. The isolation of
elements having the propexty oi remaining in the same equivalence
class irrespectiv-e of error offers an approach superior to indis-
criminate -nultiplexing to increase reliability.

Research findings ....

In study of a learning model, a second-order approximation of
the variance of expected learning time has beenobtained and shown
to be adequate for judging performance for learning nets of
N -< 300 comporents ýthe range in which exact results were pre-
viously computed and b.yond which exact value would be extremely
costly).

Simulations on the !BM 7074 show good agreement on samples
with N < 300 and indicate that N = 1000 will be feasible.

Publications ....

John F. Randolph. "Cross-Examining Propositional Calculus and
Set Operations." American Mathematical Monthly, vol. 72, no. 2
(Feb. 1965) 117-127.

9z
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6-10. Rockford Research Institute, Inc., Cambridge, mass.

r'hecvy of Methods for Implementing Inductive Inference

Mr. Raayn.ond J. Solomonoff

AF-AFOSR-4 64.65

"Objective ....

Toward mechanization of the inductive inference proc-
ess of formulating predictive patterns from input data.

Project summary ..
Present methods of inductive inference are being ax;;nined

toward de'reloping more adequaate theories and shorter, inore effi-
cient methods of imp~ententation. Prior research prov~ded a
method of quantitatively assessing a set of processes for inductive
inie-rence. The approach is to operate on actual input data an~d
develop a represeiitation of the input through co:ding techniques
by mea-is of the~ shortest possible program capable- of discovering
the maximum number cf significant predictive regularities in the
data. The most general possible form of heuristic search is sought
for all kinds of regularities within a corpus of data.

fRes earch findirqgi ..
A formalization of the general heuristic search problei ~vas

devised in the form of a network of tasks to be accomplishk,-d.

Some practical approximation methods were d~veloped to solve
task nets, and theoretical solutions have been obtainea for some
general forms of the problem.

93
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6d-11- Stanford University, institute for Mathematical .2tudies in
th~e Social Sciences, Stanford, Calif.

A Formnal T~heory and Algoi-ithzoe for Intelligent Activ~ti(,r

D r. E.. Mark Gold

4AF A FOSR-'_ý56-65, AF-AF05ft...56-6A,

Toward developme~nt of a forma. `i~eory of Ianguaga,
tliat can acýount ior huma,,i-ý-ý-pe iizte~'igent ac~ivitips.

Proiert sui.:mornv.

Rý-cursive -theoretic methods ar,,; being ex;.mined to demc'rnstrate
that clasc.z of iproblerae ii, artificial iiut,,ýi -enev for wnich a solution~
'procedure can cvent-.ally :olve anyr pro~iem of the class, and to
charaterize If~atures wlich distinguish between this class of prob-

icsarmc± .be: -_-la.s for which there is rio -universal solution. It is
pla-ka~ ýo redrce reeul.c to practical algorithms, p3articularly for
14ie. .3econd cla-le of probleir-.. A clas& of tree predicates has been
introd'iced that appezrs large ono'Agh to includte the qt~estinn-
answer predic~te, the implication predicate in English, and the
Drodicat2- "isi proo`" ht the prapositional calvulus. The class of
tree -redicates appears to be a theoretical test for a proposed
thi-iling algoý,,thrxi. Simnple, but for-mal, approxima.tions to the
definitioni of uszs of language are being madýý toward the con-
6troction ,!i z theory of language which car- account for f'oue aspects
of laiiyage uuage! araldysin, sintheslis, leý,rning, and complexity.

Re-search findings,

T-vo closely rolatL-d, ptlin'ina:-y rriodelr zre nearir.g --.--pe
Lion wihichi deucribe t'he rolztionis that Can occur i-a nktural language
that would be coi~sidei-ed suitable for detez.-nining r~ulputs from an.
organism as ;ý function of its Ei'puts.

Publi~cations ....

E. Mzrk Gold. "Identification in the Limit." Informal summary
paper, April 1965.

4 3E. Mark Gold. "Syntax Extension." Informal rept., June 1965.
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6-12. Wayne State Univesity, MoIldeith College, Detroit, Mirch.

L I A Brain Model Usirng Multi-Valued Logics

Mrý Alfred L. Stern

AF-AFOSR-530-65; AF-AFOSR-530-66

Objective ....
Toward specification of a model that operates with
non-numeric information in the specially patterned

ways caLled intelligent behavior.

Projec.! summary ....

An attempt is being made to define a proper model for the
inf-rmaticn handling capability of the central ii•rvous system with
respect to ii per!;eptual and storage capacity and its information
handling ,echidques in terms of inultivalued-logic representat.ions.
Ternary logic is being used in a Birst approximation. A simulate-d
ternary enviro:.ment ard the generation of ternary objects in it
have been programmed. Simulations are being programmed that
describe ternavy subsystems for sensory input, transmiss'on,
memory, and command and control. Results will b.ý extrapolated
to a qnaternary logic. Based on results with ternary and quaternary
logics, the order of complexity will be determined for a system
using multivalued )lements (with operat~ions of the same logical
order) which would be needed for a proper model of the central
nervous system.

Research findings ....

4A computer program has been written which simulates a ternary

40 x 40 matrix as the environment for a brain model and provides
foz the generation of ternary objects in che environxnent.

Publications ....

Alfred L. Stern. "A Brain Model Using Multi-Valued Logics."
Interim progress report, Preliminary draft, Dec. 65.
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6-13. 1Yeshiva University, New York, NT. Y.

The Existence and Use of Algorithms

Dr. Martin D. Davis and Dr. H-ilary Putnam

AF-AFOCR-345-63: AF-A5'OSR-345-65

Contiauation under New York University, AF-AFOSR.-995-66

objective

Toward extension of m-oderil developments in mathe-
mnatical logic as tools or prescriptions for the explicit
representation of procedures generally labeled as
intelligent activities.

Project sunima ly .

Studies are being made of proof procedures (a) on a problemn
in the elementary theory of g3-oups; (b) o.- the problem of identity:
(c) on problems in number the.3ry from developments of finitely
axiomnatized systeniz and infinitelIy axionatized systems with a
finite _,et of axioms and induction :3cherna; and (d) on systemns of
notation for transfinite ordinal numbers. Study is planned of s-emi-
computable (recurrsively enumnerable) snt39 in an at~ernpt to nxtend
oarlier resulV&-s relev'it to numbe:'- theory and automata theory.
ii'ý.t 'saz begun on. the development of new theorem -proving
me.nci5 ior an infinitely ixiomatized systemn of first-order rumber
theory.

r~esearch findirts ..

Prof, Davis - A new Droof of Hilbert's second epsilon theorem
based on ficrbrand's fundamen~tal theorem was Obta-,ned which may
find applicitility in: conaection with mechanical theorem proving.

Prof. P-_triam - A hirnrarchbv of degrees of unsolvability has been
const2ructed Zh;ýc ýaxtends the Spector It:erarchv to all seta of integers
that are "constructable" in the sense of Go'def.

Pubhlications ....

Hljary Putnam. ,~iland Error Predicates ani6 the Solution
to a Prohiem of Mostoviski.11 Jottrzal of Symbolic Logic. vol. 30,
no. 1 (March 196S) 49-57.

Hilary Putn~am and Gustav Wer.s.el. "The Rarmified Analytical
Hierarchy." Submitted to Journal of Si-ntbzoie Logic.

10 Hilary Putnam-. "Truth ant; Proof." Submitted to Journal of
Philos ophy.
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6-14. Yeshiva University, Belfer. Gradzmtte Scizuol of Sci(,L.ir, Ye.
York, N. Y.

Symbolic Logic and Recurs.ve Functiou Theory

Dr. Raymond M. Smullyazt

AF-AFOSR-433-64; AF-AFOSR-433-65

Objective ....

Toward simplification of m=thexnati<al st;tements ")f
proofs amenable to digital computer pioc;,tSing.

Project sumnmary ....

Applications of thG theory of comput3le ;7ecuAzkvv •nc-ione.
are being investigated to requirements of computi)t kr.in & anc4
finite automata. Modificaticcis of a unifying principle i:i <1,i4..ifza.,
tion theory are being explored for intuitionist logic an.! re 'u-.Gice
function theory. Unifying prineiples are also bting sci, t ýr ie,.
Iheory.

Research findings ....

Soere results of research or, trar.slatieox p, C4 ss- between
different formal proof procedures fof sinplifyinig 1,roof Are
reported in the fArst two references balow.

Study has started on "proof theory." to%-iarr the cons*.W'uctive
demonstration of the consistence of various mathematical systems.

Publications ....

L• Raymond M. Smullyan. "Analytic Natural Deduction." Journal of
SLýMbolic 1 , vol. 30, no. Z IJune 1965)

Raym ond M. S-niullyan. "Trees and ?est Structures." Accepted
for publication, Journal of Symbo,?.: Logic.

Raymond M. Smullyan. "On Transfinite Recursion." Accepted for
publication, Transactions, New York Academy of Sciences.

Raymond M. Smtllyan. "The Continuum Problem." Acceptbd for
publication, Encyclopedia of Philosophy. X
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1. '.otai of C8 proiect. is reported on in this volume. Funds for a
project range from $CU.,46 to $91,200, the majority being in the
$25,000 to $35,000 range. The table below summarizes the fiscal
years frc-,;n which 1he projectc Yeporied were funded.

Fiscal Year Carttacts Grants

66 16 Z1

65 9 14

64 1 3

63 1 2

6?.
t$

Totals Z 7 41

Most of the projects are funded on an annual 1basia, though
longevity is desirable, particularly %:or studies that require ex-
tended periods for fruitful re)ults. Planned longevity is reflected
in the above data. Unanticipated longevity is also reflc~ted., This
arises when computer peograms don't perform a& t1by should, or
equipment deliv'rry is delayed, or staff assiqtzsits lhve whb -
difficult to replace, etc.

The FY 66 projects initiated includ4- the 37 showh abovf and 7
which begin 4 i Y6 (see Section 8),

This volu4me lipta citations to 144 pape:s or pCe 1?ation•. -r-
tainly, publication is important in scivrce. Mcevec, "publiat~on" zis

more than that which is recorded in %e&hnical rf-ports, jva.,'nal
articles.. boo't. Perhaps the mest useful publication for the r'.-
srarcher is the content of personal c.. respondence and discusaio;•
.t meetings or informal "bu•zi eosions." Tbia tclls -iur what is

going on and gives him ideas, he!•). himnto rnak., syntbeses that can
g`-'.e ntw direction to his work. lo "hIf-bake&- idea cannot be
potiished and negative results toL infrequently are, Cý,It these are
A) ,Is eful and as much the foundation zor thought as neefly tabulated

, The publication is a record. valuab.e to those -uho come
aftcr -,nd to those who will build the ntrtx story. Ii io a mezsure of
a ecom-pliz.itmant, but only one of many factors for dcter mning n-,vorth
of 4 rescArch project or the productivity and creativity of a rm.an.
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Association pcaoý 1'11tude et la Recherche en Traitei-nernt de l'Inf3r-
mation, Paris, Frasc....,LA Algn~raic Methods in -%utorniata Theory
Dr Marcel P. Sch-.tzr-.1v.rger arnd Mr. Maurice r1. Nivat

- -4 Burder..Rarmo Corp., Canoga Park. cA~
1966 Linguistic Institute Conference nn L.ingi.iiitic Method
Dr. Paul L. Garvin
A,,ý 49(638)-1677

6k ~ j 4

lUni-trsity of California, Dept. of Psychology, JLos Angeles, Calif.
M-1.*henf~ti-:.a1 Design of an Auleornatoz, to Experience Simple SensL-
Data
D)r- James~ T. Guibesttor- and Dr. F. Nvweil Jones
A2--AFOSR- .036-6t,
Task

Uni-olsity of 4C-'orgc&. Depr, .:f Phyt~ics anc! Astruc-mfigy. Athens, Ga.
jntegratli-ý.%- of 7heory Anid Experiment ;It.-u a Tnfi Caricpt of
Visual Perceptioa
Dr. 1Kiei~z vor, Foexrsier and~ Dr. Humaertc, R. Maturana
Task 3

PE.C. Reaearch A~sociatea, inc., Bouider, Colzs
Logic and Rational Proceseahkq in Scientific Discovery
Dr. Norwood R~. Hianson
AF 49(638).-167?
Task 6

:3perry Rand Corp., Univac-Defdn~e Systeni5 Div., St., Paul, Minni.
G~tudies in Logic on Informa~ion Capacity and Consmand H, rii zhies
)zr. Mvarius Cohn anid Dr. William 11. Fatisan
Tzsk 6

UydIrersidad Nacional de T~ujillo, Fac%,itad de Letra3 l.- ducaci6n.
TrujiLo, Pe~ru
Comparative Analysis of Four Languages in feainio Yrigve's
Depth HypOth~sis
Dr. Ernesto Zie~re
Task 5

44-
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Note: Project numbers rather than page numbers are given for location.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers ..................... I-I
S. Juhasz

Universityof Arizona..................... ........... 2-I
G. A. Korn

Bell Aerosystems Company . ..... .............. 4-1
.J. G. Goerner

University of Birmingham . o * o o . o . o 3-1
1. C. Whitfieldi_ ~ ~Bunker/Ramo Corporation. . .htil . . .. .. ............

P. L. Garvin
University of California....... .................. ... . 5-2

H. P. Edmundson
Cambridge Language Research Unit.... .................... 6-1

E. W. Bastin
t- Case Institute of Technology,..... ....... .-.... .. .. 5-2

R. B. Banerji
C.E.ILR,, Inc.. ... , ..... o *. . o.. . . ... .. . 1-2

L. M. Bohnert
City College, City University of New York ..................... 6-2

R. C. Jeffrey
Connecticut College for Wonmn ........................-.. 3

A. Koller
eIclslon Science, Inc ............ ...... .... ........ . 4-2

L. J, Fogel. A. 3. Owens, Kl J. Walsh
F*"orida State Univer3iry ....... ... ......... .... 2-2

G. Jahoda
General Dynaimics/Electronics ............ ................ .3-2

E. Ag-alides
General Electric Company (Tempo) ....... o49 . . .o , e o ,. 4-3

V A. T. Ewald
General Precision, Lac............................ 9 ...... 6-3

R, F. Reiss
Grafix, In".... o 4-4

C. R, Dussey
Unifversity of Hawaii....,................ 2-3

A, T., Ew0dS~Hernler and Comoany ..... ,,.,,,,,,,,.,,.. 2-4

R• A. rairthorne
Herner and Company, .................................. 1-3

&. Herner
Hiv.1mrider Associates .. o...., ease ,... 99...., 6 ..... A..,.5

LG z. Hollander
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Hughes Aircraft Company .

F. B. Cannonl to

*,•+•*•q•!+• Illinois Institute of Technology Research Institute ............... 6-5
B. Walick

Unlvr•i•y vf nois .................................... 6-6
G. G'mther

University of Illinois .... ................. ...... .... . 4-6

H-. von Foerster
University of Illinois at Chicago Circle ............. ...... . 4-7

E. E. GoseIndiana University ............... 00* 0 60 ..... .... 3-3

J. P. Egan

Information Research Asgoclates, Inc.. , ........ * . ....... 4-8

Institute for Scientific Information. .. 0 . . . ..0. . .. . . . a .. .. . * a 2-5

E. Garfieli, I. Sher
Institute for Scientific Infcrmationo. ,... .. . .0......... *. 2-6

J. O'CcAmor
Istizuto Documenzazione Asspclpzione Meccanica Italiana ... .... ... 5-5

E. von Glasersfeld, P, Terzi
L.•high University .................................... 2-7

D.. 3. Hillran
"Lehigh University ........ . .A . . . . . . . . 0 0 . 0 * * 0 0 * . .* * 5-6

AR. S. Taylor, A. F, Brown, D. J. HMlman

Lehigh University ................................. ... .1-4
R. S. Taylor

LFE Electronics , .... *,... . ........ o....* ........ 67
J. Rothstein

Michigan State University................. ......... ... 4-9
W. L. Kilmer

University of Michigan .................................. 5-8
B. A. Caller

University of Michigan ................................. 3-i
G. E. Peterson, J, E. Shoup

University of Michigan .... , * 0 0 0 .9 . .. ... .0 9 5-7

J. E. Shoup
University of Michigan .... ........ ... ..... ....... .. . . .. .0. a 2-8

W. P. Tanner, Jr., R, F. Arnold
Montana Statm U-iversity... ........... ............... . 3-5

F. L. Brissey
University of Montreal ................................... 1-5

H. Selye, G. Gabbiani
NewYork Research Group, Inc. ... .. ... *. .............. 5-9

F. T. Sommers, D. Rothenberg, D. N1, Massie
New York University ................................ . 6-8

M. D. Davis, H. Putnam
New York University..... ..... a ,, ... . . .. ..... .... ... . . 2-9

FL Freeman
Ulniversity of Oregon. .......... * .... * a.............0* 0a* 000 0*0 3-6

F. L. Brissey
University of Pennsylvania ...................... 0... ...... 1-6

M Rubinoff
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Purdue University .................. ......... . .•. . 1-7 _
Y. S. Touloukian

RCA Laboratories .......................... ............ 5-10
S. Amarel i

University oi Rochester. ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.-9

Rockford] F.RnopResearch Institute, Inc. ......... ... 0. ........ 6-10 e

{R. J. Solomonoff
Rutgers University.... ................................ 1-8

R. R. Shaw
University of Southern CEIforni% 4-10

G. A. Bekey
Sperry Rand Co. "oratrior ... ........ ...... ............... 2-30

G. Kaskey, E. G. Fossum
Stanford University. ....................... ... ... . 5-!

A. Ehrenfeucht
Stanford University.,................ • .................. 6-11

E. L CGold
System Development Corp.. . . 0.... t....... ....... , .. . . . 1-9

B, K. Rome, S. C. Rome
System Research Ltd. ..... * . .. *. .. * . ... . ......... .. 4-11

G. Pask
Unlversi~y of Toronto .. .............. a ...... 2-tl

S. Kotz
Unl.wrxsity College (London) ....... &. ........ 3-7

R. J. Audley
University of Utah ... .................... . . ....... 3-8

C. W. Taylor

University of \VashAng-on. . ... . ....... . .. .......... ... 4-12
D. L. 'ohnson

Wayne State Univer.itr ................ . ............ . . 6-19
A. L. Stein

Westat Res.edrchAnalystr, Inc.......................... 2-12

E, C. Bryant
Western Reserve Jnlversr.,, .. ..... .40

W, Gofr-nan
Westinghouse EIect;.Ic Corporation .. 5-12

P. Z. Ingerman
Yeshiva University ............................ 6 ..... 6-13

M. D. Dav.s, H. Putnam
Yeshiva University ..................................... 6-14

R. M. Smullyan
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